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Our Thanks to

Our Values and Beliefs

Stewardship:
Energizing Forestry
Through New Strategies
and Partnerships

We believe that members of the Canadian Institute of
Forestry/Institut forestier du Canada should have an
intimate knowledge and understanding of Canada's
forests.

Conference Organizers
The Canadian Institute of Forestry-Institut forestier du
Canada recognizes the tremendous amount of volunteer work that is undertaken to organize our conference and annual general meeting. This would not be
possible without the dedicated efforts of our members. We offer our thanks to Vancouver Island Section
members for giving many personal and work hours to
the coordination, planning and delivery of our 101st
Annual General Meeting and the 2009 Conference.
The Institute wishes to gratefully acknowledge the
dedication and hard work of all involved and the support of our many partners and sponsors.

We believe that the stewardship of our forests must
be based on an understanding of ecological principles
coupled with appropriate inventory and monitoring
to ensure that the criteria of ecological integrity and
function are maintained within an acceptable sociological framework.
Through this understanding, members should promote the intelligent use of Canada's forests to provide a sustainable flow of a wide range of forest commodities, representing a balance of economic, spiritual, recreational and wildlife habitat values. A wide
range of forest alternatives are possible ranging from
natural forests to intensively managed tree farms. We
believe that the mix of forest uses required to satisfy
Canadian needs should be based on an informed public dialogue. Our members should play a constructive
role in facilitating such debate. (Anon. 1996).
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The Canadian Institute of Forestry/Institut forestier du Canada (CIF/IFC) is a
national voice of people who live and work in the forest. The CIF/IFC, formed
in 1908, represents members who are foresters, forest technologists and
technicians, biologists, ecologists, educators, scientists and many others with
a professional or personal interest in forestry. The Institute’s mission is “to
provide national leadership in forestry, promote competence among forestry
professionals, and foster public awareness of Canadian and international
forestry issues.”
We are people with a professional or personal interest in forestry, working in
government, industry, academic and consulting fields. Our members use their
education, training, and experience to help manage the forests of Canada
and to make the Canadian public aware of forestry.

President’s Report
2008–2009
Shades of Gray
“Let us take things as we find them: let us not attempt to
distort them into what they are not. We cannot make facts.
All our wishing cannot change them. We must use them.”
– John Henry Cardinal Newman
“The truth is rarely pure and never simple.” – Oscar Wilde
As forest resource professionals, we sometimes have
opportunities to speak (or write) on matters in which we
have some expertise. Occasionally, these are matters that
we care deeply about. On such occasions, it can sometimes
be challenging to distinguish for our listeners (or readers),
and sometimes for ourselves, matters of fact from matters
of opinion.
We have a responsibility both to the public and our
peers to be transparent as to whether we are informing or
advocating. When informing, we ought to present relevant
facts, indicate current scientific thoughts/theories pertinent to the issues, and strive to provide a balanced viewpoint. In this role, we are often hoping to engage the intellects of our audience and striving to get them to think
about issues or outcomes. As advocates, we generally communicate on the basis of our beliefs and preferences (i.e.,
our value system), and seek to persuade the audience to
agree with our opinion. Consequently, we may be selective
in what we present, and often endeavor to engage the emotions of our audience through the use of evocative language
and imagery.
Although some people appear to see many issues as
black and white, it is my experience that few issues pertaining to natural resource management are this clear. Many
natural resource management issues contain an intricate
mixture of scientific facts, conjectures, personal preferences and values, and societal preferences and values.
When we advocate, we generally are convinced of the validity and appropriateness of our position, and often we are
sure that the position we are advocating would be of great
benefit to others. However, we have probably lost at least
some of our professional objectivity along the way. Strong
preferences for certain positions or outcomes, and even
strong beliefs that such positions or outcomes are valid, do
not necessarily make them so.
So, should resource professionals not advocate on natural resource management issues? Personally, I think we
should and perhaps in some situations we even ought to do
so, if we are not in a conflict of interest or breach of trust
situation. However, as resource professionals we do have an
obligation to maintain our professional standards. Three
useful ways of ensuring this are: (1) to be upfront that we
are indeed advocating a position and to be clear whose
position we are representing (our own, our employer’s, a
collection of like-minded individuals, etc.); (2) separate
matters of fact from matters of opinion as clearly as

we possibly can; and
(3) pay at least as much
attention to the “means”
as to the “ends.” I will
clarify what I mean by
this last point. If we
find ourselves supporting an “ends justify the
Peter Marshall, R.P.F.
means” approach to
CIF/IFC
President/président
advocacy, we have left
our professionalism far behind us. We need especially to be
truthful. Truth, according to some, is a slippery concept;
however, when viewed from the opposite perspective it can
become considerably stickier. A colleague of mine once
stated, in the midst of a somewhat lengthy group discussion
on the ethics of a particular practice, “My grandmother has
always said a lie is a lie.” That statement served to focus the
group on the nub of the issue and quickly brought a resolution to the discussion. There have been a few subsequent
situations where I have found this perspective extremely
helpful in cutting through the layers of rationalization that
can be built up around particular actions and practices.
Like individual professionals, professional organizations
can also be in a position to inform, to advocate, or, as is
often the case, to provide a mixture of the two. This is delicate ground for many organizations, where statements
given by the organization may be perceived by the public as
being factual and definitive even when they are not intended to be. Another complication is that positions taken on
issues may not be reflective of the views of all of the membership, although they may be publicly perceived as such.
In my view, an organization needs to proceed down an
advocacy path very carefully indeed. If professional organizations do advocate, they need to be clear whom they are
advocating for. Is it for their membership? Is it for protecting
the public or for protecting a resource? Perhaps it is a combination of both. I think that the guidelines I provided above
for individual members apply equally to professional organizations. The Executive and Board of Directors of the
Canadian Institute of Forestry/Institut Forestier du Canada,
like other professional organizations, at times has discussed
the organization’s role in, and approaches to, advocacy. I
would argue that it is healthy that we continue to do so. If we
cannot stand up to our own internal integrity checks and
expectations, how can we expect to stand up to external
expectations, which quite properly ought to be high?
An important component of being professional, either
as individuals or as an organization, is to maintain moral
and ethical “high ground”—I know of no other way of
maintaining credibility and justifying public trust over the
long haul. Consequently, we need to be diligent in separating fact from opinion and in seeking and delivering truth,
however impure and complicated it may be.
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Executive Director’s Report
2008–2009
A Recipe for Success!
Since last September in Fredericton, we have pecked away at
developing a concise five-year strategic plan for the Institute.
There was much good banter during our 100th AGM and
conference, especially at our National Board of Directors
meeting. When it comes to this kind of endeavor, you can
really never have too many cooks in the kitchen—so to speak.
We need all of our members to be engaged, but then we also
need a few people to synthesize the ideas and aspirations of all
into something concise and useable. In this report I will
attempt to synthesize and summarize some of what emanated from our group discussions and discourse—the good
ideas, the philosophies, and hopefully some of the passion.
We have really already been cooking within this premise during the past year, albeit without the formality of a recipe—I
mean plan. What follows will be short, simple, practical and
based on our common values of helping and sharing. It will
focus on tangible targets, milestones and responsibilities.
There will not be any lofty, flowery wording up-front, motherhood statements or gourmet nuance. It is quite simply a let’s
get down to business recipe that will lead us to success and
growth, if we make the persistent effort to cook with it. The
taste of victory will permeate the resulting dish!
Grow membership by adding value and providing high quality products, services and programs:
• Provide members with convenient and inexpensive continuing education and professional development opportunities
• The Forestry Chronicle (on-line and hardcopy)
• The Forest on your Desktop – National Electronic
Lecture Series
• E-newsletter
• Multiple Section events (workshops, seminars, tours,
socials)
• Maintain up-to-date, helpful and attractive national and
Section Web sites
• Plan, organize and deliver a world-class annual national
conference and AGM
• Develop, implement and administer meaningful and relevant programs and projects
• Forests without Borders
• National Forest Program Recruitment (Think Forests!)
• Forestry Awareness in Canada Trust
• Promote the Institute with professional communications
and marketing materials
• Brochures, bookmarks and posters
• Banners and displays
• Cool swag
• Presence at and active involvement in key local, regional and national forestry events
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Milestones:
• 2500 active members
by 2014
• 500 student members by 2014 (50% of
all student members
become active members annually)
• 1000 retired members by 2014
• 200 sustaining corporate members by 2014

John Pineau
CIF/IFC Executive Director/
Directeur général

Build partnerships that make the Institute relevant, add
member value and diversify revenue:
• Deliver special events and products with forestry extension/knowledge transfer organizations
• Provide extension and knowledge exchange services to
forest science/research organizations
• Communicate, interact and work directly with academia
• Develop mutually beneficial agreements with professional
associations (RPFs and others)
• Provide/sell continuing education and professional development value
• Liaise with the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers and
individual provincial and federal governments and government forestry and natural resources agencies
Milestones:
• $200,000 in annual partnership/sponsorship and related
revenue by 2014
• 10 reciprocal (mutual benefit) partnership agreements
with professional associations by 2014
• 10 partnership agreements with industry and industry
associations by 2014
• 5 continuing education/professional development partnerships by 2014
• Continuing education/professional development partnerships with all provincial/territorial governments by 2014
• Proactively communicate to the public, governments and
our own members:
• Present local and regional forestry events that promote
understanding to the public
• Produce and distribute balanced, science based media
releases and editorials
• Prepare and distribute appropriate letters and correspondence relating to forest policy and position to all
levels of government
• Proactively use Web sites, electronic bulletins, discussion forums and modern media to effectively communicate, both internally and to the public

•
•
•
•
•

Targets and Milestones:
6 forestry-issue oriented media releases/editorials annually
4 national CIF/IFC general media releases annually
18 public oriented Section events annually
4 official letters to government or political parties annually
Develop and maintain a CIF/IFC facebook site, discussion
forum, linked-in site, etc.
Some General Responsibilities:
Sections
• Maintain an active Council, Director, Chair
• Ensure a succession plan to renew Council/Executive
• Manage Section money resulting from annual dues
percentage and other sources
• Conduct a minimum of three activities/events for
members annually
• Conduct a minimum of one public outreach event
annually
• Provide a minimum of two write-ups for The Forestry
Chronicle on Section activities annually
• Garner one advertisement for The Forestry Chronicle
annually
• Undertake one annual fund-raising event or activity for
FACT or Forests without Borders
• Submit annual report on Section activity to National
(July each year)
• Assist with recruiting and renewing new and existing
members respectively
• Assist on SWAT Teams to develop communications
materials
• Ensure a strong presence and link to the Institute at all
Silver Ring/Gold Medal ceremonies
National
• Transparently manage all day-to-day administration
and finances for the Institute
• Facilitate and coordinate National Executive and Board
governance
• Market and promote the Institute at a national level
and international level
• Produce six annual issues of The Forestry Chronicle,
including two thematic issues

• Maintain strong national communications (Web site,
e-newsletter, special notices, mail-outs)
• Coordinate media SWAT teams to produce communications materials
• Administer and maintain special projects and programs
• Coordinate and deliver The Forest on your Desktop –
national electronic lecture series
• Coordinate and assist with fund-raising
• Interact, communicate and partner with appropriate
organizations (government and non-government)
• Administer Silver Ring/Gold Medal program so as
to positively promote Institute profile and grow membership
In conclusion, the Institute has definitely come to better
understand its past, present and future within the context of
a changing world and a dramatically changing forest sector.
There is a strong willingness to act and follow through on our
existing vision, mission and mandate through timely, relevant
and tangible initiatives, projects and programs, at both the
Section and National levels. The obvious and pervasive ingredients of the recipe presented above are action and activity.
Following this recipe, while remaining nimble and adaptive,
will allow us to keep on track. There is much credence given
to the term “adaptive management” these days. To me it simply means not being rigid and having the common sense to
recognize all types of change and opportunity, and knowing
how to deal with things creatively and effectively. The best
cooks generally follow tried and true recipes, but they also are
not afraid to experiment and substitute when something a little different is required, or if they are in an adventurous
mood. We should never fear trying something a little different just because it is not in the plan—I mean recipe.
We welcome all members to send comments and provide
input to our plan for the next several years. Please send your
thoughts to: admin@cif-ifc.org. A more detailed version will
be presented at our AGM in Nanaimo this September, including some of that flowery lofty wording that everyone loves,
and a modicum of additional detail.

CIF/IFC Executive Committee/Bureau de direction
President/Président – Peter Marshall, R.P.F.
Past President/président sortant – Fred Pinto, R.P.F.
Executive Director/directeur général – John Pineau

1st Vice-President/1er vice-présidente – Anne LeBrun Ruff, R.P.F.
2nd Vice-President/2e vice-président – Wayne Kelly, R.P.F.

Section

Algonquin
Cariboo
Central Ontario
Klondike
Lake of the Woods
Manitoba
Maritime
Newfoundland
and Labrador
Northern Ontario

Director/
directeur

Section Chair/
président de section Section

Director/
directeur

Section Chair/
président de section

Andrée Morneault
Peter Forsythe
Leslie Homan
Gregory Cowman
Derek Johnson
Trevor Stanley
Marie-Paule Godin
Eric Young

Nancy Young
Scott Scholefield
Al Cameron
Aynslie Ogden
Jack Harrison
Dan Phillipot
Chris Dickie
Allan Masters

Nancy Luckai

Craig Robinson

Wally Bidwell

Nikki Wood

Phillip Redden
Sylvie Carles
David Barkley
Mark Kube
Mark Doyle
Julia Hancock
Janet Mitchell
Jeff Monty

Tim O’Brien
Evelyne Thiffault
André Rousseau
Anand Pandarinath
Michael Bendzsak
Mike Clarke
Candace Parsons
Jeff Monty

Northwestern
Ontario
Nova Scotia
Orléans
Ottawa Valley
Rocky Mountain
Saskatchewan
Southern Ontario
Vancouver
Vancouver Island
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Section Highlights
Throughout 2008–2009, the Institute’s 18 Sections across
Canada conducted many different types of events, special
activities and meetings, both for members and as outreach to
the general public. Often the Sections would work in partnership with like-minded organizations in the planning and
delivery of projects and programs. Section activities included,
but were not limited to workshops, seminars, conferences,
meetings, and field tours, in most instances focusing on
maintaining professional competency through continuing
education and professional development. Many Sections use
their events to actively promote the Institute and sign-up new
members. National office and individual Sections maintain
regular communications throughout the year with members;
a number of Sections also produce and provide their own
newsletters and updates. Section digital products were often
linked in national e-newsletters to all members. The Sections
submitted final reports and many provided written submissions and photos of their activities for publication in The
Forestry Chronicle. Following are excerpts from Section
Reports presenting some specific highlights:
Algonquin
Algonquin Section had a very busy year. In late September
2008, the Section hosted a fall forestry tour for the public near
North Bay, at the peak of leaf colour. The tour focused on
clear cut and shelterwood silvicultural systems and some field
experiments for red oak management.
In November 2008, Alison Luke (OMNR forester in
Pembroke and Section member) gave an evening presentation at Nipissing University on climate change based on Al
Gore’s award-winning movie An Inconvenient Truth.
Admission was free, but voluntary donations of non-perishable food items for the North Bay food bank were accepted.
Also in November, the Sustainable Forest Management
Network’s – Forest Futures Workshop “Alternative Futures for
Canada’s Forests and Forest Sectors” saw considerable
involvement from the Section.
In February 2009, the Section hosted its annual
International Night and its AGM. This included a combination of dinner and a presentation on forestry in another country. This year’s topic was forestry in Scotland and Ireland.
The annual forestry field tour with the Masters of Forest
Conservation students and faculty from the University of
Toronto and the Environmental Biology class from Nipissing
University took place at the Canadian Ecology Centre in
March 2009, and was another great success as a result of
much help and involvement from Section members, who
made sure that everyone learned a lot and enjoyed themselves.In May a Wedding Anniversary dinner celebration was
held for members, friends and their families. During this celebration funds were raised for CIF/IFC’s Forests without
Borders. The Section also sponsored Envirothon teams from
high schools in Pembroke and Mattawa to compete in regional and provincial events. Algonquin Section also sponsored
the annual Forestry Teacher’s Tour at the Canadian Ecology
Centre and the annual Algonquin College Awards night and
Silver Ring Ceremony. Algonquin produced one newsletter
during the year. The Section’s Web site was also recently
4

revamped and completely updated by Council member
Megan Smith.
Cariboo
Cariboo Section was very active during 2008–2009, with a
Section AGM and dinner in Prince George that included the
screening of the movie ‘Green Chain’. Directed by Mark
Leiren-Young, the film was screened as part of a strategy to
continue to use controversial, high profile events to attract
interest in the Institute, the Section AGM, and to reach out to
the community. The event occurred in partnership with the
Prince George Railway and Forestry Museum. Ticket sales
were in the order of 40, but the press coverage allowed for
high profile. In conjunction with National Forest Week, the
Section organized special Walk in the Woods School Tours. 33
volunteers were recruited in collaboration with the
Association of BC Forest Professionals – Prince George
Network of Forest Professionals. 600 students participated,
with an equal number unfortunately being turned away. The
scheduling of a fall event worked well for teachers in general.
Approximately 145 people attended the Section’s Robert
Bateman lecture “Thinking Like a Mountain.” The event was
successful in that it increased the Institute’s community profile, was revenue neutral and resulted in donations of $100 to
each of five local charities.
The combined University of Northern British Columbia
and College of New Caledonia CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremony was excellent, with attendance at near 130, despite only 18
students in attendance. Special guests included Peter
Marshall, CIF/IFC President, Pat Bell, Honourable Minister
of Forests and Range, Jonathon Lok, ABCFP 62nd President,
John Pineau, CIF/IFC Executive Director and Sharon Glover,
CEO of the ABCFP.
Central Ontario
Central Ontario Section was very active with two evening
seminars during the year, one focusing on Canada Yew and
the other on Fire Research. The Section also hosted two
Saturday field trips, one to a shortwood logging site in upper
Michigan and the other to a local Sugar bush.
A joint SAF-CIF/IFC spring Conference and Section
AGM (‘Today’s Forests – Tomorrow’s Markets’) was very successful, with close to 130 participants from both Canada and
the U.S. The event was held in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,
with the Section holding its AGM just after the first day of the
conference.
All Section events were open and advertised to the public,
as well as to members in Central Ontario and adjacent
Sections.
An opportunity during the region’s film festival was used
to inform members and the public of the CIF/IFC’s Forest
without Borders program. A booth was set up and Clean Air
Kits were sold to gauge the market for these items.
Chair Al Cameron attended and presented the CIF/IFC
Gold Medal and CIF/IFC Silver Rings at two ceremonies with
Sault College. Board member Marc Hebert presented
CIF/IFC Central Ontario awards and the CIF/IFC Silver
Rings and Gold Medal at College Boreal.

Klondike
Klondike Section continued to coordinate participation of its
members in the Institute’s national electronic lecture series.
Discussions around the establishment of a Yukon Territory
RPF Association have begun, and both the Section and
National will be assisting in this endeavour. Although a small
Section, Klondike has much spirit and it is anticipated that
the Section will see significant grown in membership in the
coming few years.
Lake of the Woods
Lake of the Woods Section held three meeting-seminars during 2008–2009. Each of these events included an associated
field tour featuring different forestry and industry related
issues. This year’s events focused on:
• A commercial thinning trial
• Impacts of deer browse on jack pine plantation
• Stand and Site Guide Presentation
The third session also featured a CIF/IFC National Update
from Executive Director John Pineau, delivered via conference call, and a biofuel field tour to grinding operations. A
tour of Abitibi Bowater Biomass Boiler in Fort Frances was
also undertaken.
In an effort to promote the Institute, non members were
invited to all sessions including local citizens committee,
non-members with forest industry and Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources. Several industry people attended the
Biofuel field tour.
Manitoba
The Section and National are working to assist with the
implementation of an RPF Association in Manitoba, and to
promote the continuing education and professional development value of the Institute’s programs. The Institute’s Silver
Ring Committee, using newly revised standards based largely on the recently revised standards of the Canadian Forestry
Accreditation Board, recognized the University of Winnipeg’s
two programs – Forest Policy and Management and Forest
Ecology for receipt of Baccalaureate Silver Rings. The first
University of Winnipeg Silver Ring ceremony is planned for
fall 2009.
The Section set up a CIF/IFC booth at the Annual
Forestry Branch Meeting in the spring 2009 where Director
Trevor Stanley gave a brief talk on the Institute. The Section
also set up the CIF/IFC booth at the Manitoba Forestry
Association’s annual general meeting.
Member Paul Chapman attended the CIF/IFC Silver Ring
ceremony at University College of the North, ensuring profile
and engagement with the faculty and students.
Maritime
The Maritime Section was very active throughout the year,
hosting a Section AGM in April, 2009. Other events included a University of New Brunswick (UNB) Student curling
night with CIF/IFC members and a Maritime College of
Forest Technology Student bowling event, also with CIF/IFC
members.
The Section planned, delivered and hosted the highly successful 100th National AGM and conference in Fredericton
in September 2008. Many volunteer hours ensured the success of this event.

The Section co-hosted the Lumberjack competition at
UNB. Members were part of the audience and provided
informal information to fellow practitioners. A display was
also set up at the Canadian Woodland Forum Meeting.
The Practitioner newsletter, jointly produced with
Association of Professional Foresters of New Brunswick was
produced four times during the year. The Section Council
also completed a mail-out to inform the membership about
upcoming changes in their bylaws. The Section participated
as a member on the Council for Forestry Promotion and
Recruitment, also known as Go Forestry!
Maritime Section organized the CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremony for the University of New Brunswick and Université de
Moncton in April 2009. This event was solely and completely
based on the Silver Ring being from the CIF/IFC.
The Section was present at the graduation ceremony for
the Maritime College of Forest Technology in Fredericton to
present graduates with the CIF/IFC Silver Rings and Gold
Medal. This ceremony is a shared event between the schools
and the Institute.
Newfoundland and Labrador
Newfoundland – Labrador Section was busy throughout
2008–2009. Successful events included the annual Log-ALoad for Kids softball tournament in August 2008, which
raised close to $2,800 for Janeway Hospital.
The Section AGM took place in Gander in October, and
included a field tour and several technical sessions. A MiniForum in Corner Brook in December was well attended, and
the CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremony at the College of North
Atlantic in March 2009 was also successful. A Bio-energy
Mini-Forum was presented in St. John’s during April. A
CIF/IFC Recruitment presentation to Students at the College
of North Atlantic was also completed. The Section participated with a booth at Forestry Fair – 2009 in April. A Technical
Forum in Goose Bay took place in May as well as a Legacy
Project unveiling, which was an outdoor classroom at College
of North Atlantic. The Section also initiated a mentoring program with its student membership.
Two tree planting activities in St. Johns in support of fund
raising efforts for Forest without Borders were undertaken by
the Section, with close to $1800 raised. The Section also participated in “Futures from Forest” DVD and PowerPoint production from the fall of 2008 to present. The DVD is an ongoing project in partnership with the Model Forest of
Newfoundland and the Department of Natural Resources.
The Section’s e-newsletter is typically sent out every four
months with an update on Section activities and happenings.
Currently the Section is working with the Model Forest on a
second “career” model which would eventually be used in all
Newfoundland-Labrador high schools.
The Section gave an inspirational presentation at the college of the North Atlantic. It was successful as five students
joined; four expressed interest in the new mentor program
(the four were eventually hooked up with long standing
CIF/IFC members). The Section also maintained a seat on
the Executive for a student councillor.
The Section prepared and released four articles on various
forestry related topics to local news papers. Unfortunately
there was very little uptake (deemed not controversial
enough). Some ran in the small local papers that were likely
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starved for stories. The Section was successful however in getting province wide coverage on an article regarding the future
management of crown lands. There was a generally good
response and feedback.
Northern Ontario
Northern Ontario Section hosted a barbecue and lunch seminar in November 2008 featuring presentations on Species at
Risk and the Think Forests! national recruitment campaign.
In March 2009, the Section also partnered with the Lake
Abitibi Model Forest to deliver the Paving the Way
Conference at Northern College in Porcupine. The conference focused on surviving resource economic turmoil. The
promotion of forestry related careers took place at Cochrane
Ontario Ranger Camp during events held in January and
February.
Northwestern Ontario
Northwestern Ontario Section was very active throughout
the year. A highly successful forest inventory workshop was
organized and hosted by the Section in February 2009. As a
result of generous donations secured from sponsors including Timberline and the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resoures, there was no cost to the participants. Over 60 people, including many CIF/IFC members were able to attend.
The workshop helped to raise the Institute’s profile locally and
was well-received.
The Section also hosted a Species at Risk workshop at
Lakehead University, facilitated by Matt Meade from CIF/IFC
National. The annual Lakehead University student social was
once again a huge success with Dr.Chander Shahi providing
an excellent presentation entitled “Meeting People’s Needs
Through Joint Forest Management in India.”
The Section supported the 2009 Envirothon Competition
which was held at the Kingfisher Lake Outdoor Education
Centre. Two teams from Thunder Bay and one from Dryden
participated, both staying overnight at the Centre.
The Section also actively supported forestry students at
Lakehead University and Confederation College through
direct sponsorships, CIF/IFC Silver Ring subsidies, and a
bursary. With the support of the Ottawa Valley Section, and
in exchange for some labour on the Section’s tree cleaning
project, the Section was able to provide Lakehead University
Student Members with the financial support they needed to
attend the CIF/IFC AGM in Fredericton. The Section also
attended and actively participated in the annual forestry
career fair at Lakehead University in January 2009.
Dr. Matthew Leitch provided a story for the University
College News Section of the Chronicle describing the educational opportunities presented by the wildfires that affected
some of the Hogarth Plantations and recent developments in
Wood Science at Lakehead University. The article appeared in
the September/October 2008 issue.
The Institute was represented by Section Chair Craig
Robinson and Director Dr. Nancy Luckai, who spoke and
presented CIF/IFC Silver Rings to graduating students at
both the Lakehead University and Confederation College
Ceremonies.
The Section continued to work on a carbon offset program initiated last year. This included manual tending to
remove grass competition around planted seedlings at the
Kamview Nordic Ski Centre. Section members planned for
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and applied herbicide, with the work completed in June. In
total, 9000 seedlings were planted in a field at the Kamview
Nordic Centre in the city of Thunder Bay. The Section
secured the funding for the project through Trees Ontario in
cooperation with the Forest Renewal Cooperative and a
donation from the OPFA 2008 AGM. In addition to creating
carbon offsets, this project provided opportunities for students for study, for interaction with the Nordic skiing community, and to enhance the profile of the CIF/IFC and
forestry within the skiing community. Section members also
continued to work on the Pennock Creek Trail project
throughout the year, including delivering summer tours. The
project highlights good forest management in Ontario. Many
international visitors participated in these tours, as well as
local community members and the environmentally conscious public.
Nova Scotia
The Section’s primary focus during 2008–2009 was to provide
continuing forestry education opportunities to members. The
Section’s joint AGM with the Registered Professional
Foresters of Nova Scotia (RPFANS) focused on Biomass. The
event was well attended.
The Section also amalgamated executives with RPFANS.
Several fall workshops are planned with themes including
Aboriginal forestry, a Mushroom Foray, Long Term management, forest ecosystem classification, a Biomass Workshop,
and uneven aged management.
The Section continues to sponsors a school teacher in the
annual Atlantic teachers Tour to promote forestry awareness
and career options. The Section Executive currently is campaigning to recruit new members with one on one personal
contact.
Ottawa Valley
The Ottawa Valley Section partnered with the Eastern
Ontario Model Forest to plan and deliver the very popular
annual Christmas Seminar in Kemptville in December 2008.
The event included a full turkey lunch and was very well
attended despite some unpleasant winter weather.
The Section also hosted an Evening with Brent Connelly
in February 2009. Brent is the author of some great forestry
books including Holy Old Whistling and Finer than Hair on
a Frog. The evening included a dinner at the historic Officer’s
Mess in downtown Ottawa.
Orléans
Quelques activités ont été proposées cette année aux membres de l’IFC résidents à Québec. Ils ont été notamment
invités, gratuitement, à la pause café gourmande et au 5 à 7
organisés à l’Université Laval.
Dans le but de permettre à l’IFC de jouer son rôle dans la
formation continue et le développement professionnel, le
programme des conférences électroniques est systématiquement affiché à l’UL, au Cégep Sainte Foy et au Centre de
foresterie des Laurentides du Service Canadien des Forêts. Il
a aussi été demandé à ce que ces conférences soient annoncées sur le site internet du Centre d’étude de la Forêt (CEF).
Cette année, la section n’a pas eu l’occasion d’organiser de
soirées débat-conférence comme les autres années, mais une
telle soirée est prévue dès cet automne.
Pour aider, notamment, à augmenter le recrutement dans

les formations forestières et donner une image positive de la
foresterie, les membres du bureau de la section, aidés de
plusieurs membres, de John Pineau et d’Anne Lebrun Ruff,
ont tenu un stand au salon de la forêt. Ce salon est organisé
par les étudiants au bac de l’UL et est destiné au grand public.
Il contribue à donner une image différente et positive de la
foresterie. De nombreux étudiants au secondaire y viennent
avec leurs parents.
La section a aussi animé un stand pendant le Salon carrière-étude organisé par le Cegep de Sainte-Foy
Les membres de la section ont envoyé un texte (en
français) et des photos pour publication dans le Forestry
Chronicle pour presque chacune des activités de la section :
• Salon de la forêt (janvier 2009)
• Salon carrière-étude Cegep Sainte Foy (février 2009).
• Pause café gourmande – étudiants gradués (mars 2009)
• 5 à 7 1er cycle (mars 2009)
• Colloque du CEF (avril 2009)
• Soirée de remise des joncs de l’Université Laval (avril
2009)
• Présentation du médailler d’or de l’UL 2009
Luc Bouthillier a sélectionné le meilleur texte d’opinion
écrit par les étudiants dans le cadre de son cours au bac en
foresterie et l’a soumis pour publication dans le Forestry
Chronicle. Les enseignants du Cegep Sainte Foy ont été
encouragés à faire de même.
Enfin, Myriam Drouin, membre du bureau exécutif, travaille activement à actualiser la page internet de la section
pour le site de l’IFC.
Dans le but d’augmenter la visibilité de l’IFC, de faire connaître la section aux étudiants et de les inviter à devenir membre, la section Orléans a organisé un diner pizza au Cegep
Sainte Foy au cours duquel les étudiants du CEGEP ont pu
visionner la vidéo des 100 ans de l’IFC et Évelyne Thiffault a
présenté l’institut.
Une opération de promotion a aussi été menée auprès des
étudiants du premier cycle de l’Université Laval sous la forme
d’une soirée vin et fromages, où l’entrée était gratuite pour les
étudiants et autres participants déjà membres de l’IFC. Au
cours de cette soirée, les participants ont visionné la vidéo des
100 ans de l’IFC et Luc Bouthillier a présenté l’IFC. La section
a aussi obtenu l’autorisation pour avoir, dès cet automne, un
tableau d’affichage dans le pavillon de foresterie de l’UL,
réservé à l’Institut Forestier du Canada.
Enfin, parce qu’il ne faut pas les oublier, la section a tenu à
se faire connaître des étudiants gradués de l’Université Laval
en organisant une pause café gourmande à l’UL (café et pâtisseries) au cours de laquelle Évelyne Thiffault a présenté l’IFC.
L’institut s’est aussi fait connaître des étudiants gradués
d’autres universités au Québec grâce à une commandite
accordée par l’IFC pour l’organisation du colloque du CEF et
l’organisation par la section Orléans, pour la deuxième année,
d’un concours de la meilleure affiche scientifique.
La section n’a pas eu l’occasion cette année de faire publier
des textes ou des opinions dans les médias locaux. Par contre,
les tenants d’un journal local ont demandé à être tenus au
courant de la tenue des futures soirées débat-conférence
organisées par la section.
Enfin, quand c’était possible et qu’un tel événement était
organisé, un ou plusieurs membres du bureau de la section
ont participé aux cérémonies de remise des joncs. Ainsi trois
membres du bureau exécutif ont participé à la cérémonie des

joncs du Cégep de Sainte Foy et quatre membres du bureau
ont participé, avec Anne Lebrun Ruff, à la cérémonie des
joncs du bac en foresterie de l’Université Laval.
Rocky Mountain
The Rocky Mountain Section was very active throughout
2008–2009. A Grizzly Bear Management in Alberta –
Technical Session took place in January. The Program
Committee included Bev Wilson and Sarah Gooding, with
Mark Kube serving as MC. Past President Fred Pinto attended and represented the National Executive.
The Rocky Mountain Section AGM was held jointly with
the Canadian Forest Service in March, and also featured a
Short Rotation Woody Crop Production Workshop. The
Section made a presentation at the College of Alberta
Professional Foresters AGM in June 2009. The University of
Alberta ALES Undergraduate Awards Reception took place
in March.
The Section hosted a Pizza Lunch at the Northern Applied
Institute of Technology (NAIT) in November and a
University of Alberta Pizza Lunch in January, with the
College of Alberta Professional Forest Technicians and the
College of Alberta Professional Foresters pitching in and
helping out, respectively.
The Director and Chair of the Section represented the
Institute at the CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremony at the
University of Alberta Ceremony in March, and the Chair and
Treasurer presented the CIF/IFC Silver Ring at NAIT’s ceremony in April.
The year was highly successful in terms of membership
and student activities. The Section is beginning its preparations for the 102nd CIF/IFC AGM and Conference to be held
in Jasper Alberta – September 27– 29, 2010. All is proceeding
well.
Saskatchewan
The Saskatchewan Section was very active during 2008–2009.
The Section AGM and Professional Development Session
included an overview of results-based forest legislation and
discussion on BC’s experience with results-based forest legislative reform. The Section held a silent auction during the
AGM to raise funds for the Vic Begrand Scholarship. There
was discussion on doing the same during next year’s AGM
and splitting funds raised between the Vic Begrand
Scholarship and FACT.
The Section also hosted a Career Fair and Beer and Chilli
Night on Thursday November 6, 2008 at the Saskatchewan
Forestry Centre, downtown Prince Albert. 30 SIAST students
from the Integrated Resource Management, Forest
Ecosystem Technician and Geographic Information Systems
courses attended this event. The evening included information booths and short presentations from the Saskatchewan
Public Service Commission, Mistik Management,
Saskatchewan Forest Fire Management Branch,
Weyerhaeuser, Natural Resources Canada, Saskatchewan
Environment’s Forestry Service and Environmental
Protection branches, and the Conservation Officers. The students were able to speak directly with and ask questions of
forestry organizations that hire summer students and graduate employees of the three SIAST programs. Many of the students and booth representatives were encouraged by the
questions and discussions regarding potential future employ7

ment. This year’s event included a chili contest. This event
was not only for the students, but also provided networking
opportunities and allowed recruitment of some new members in the process.
The annual Vic Begrand Golf Tournament was an excellent social event and a great fundraiser as well. Councilor,
Vicki Gauthier recently completed a student membership
drive signing 18 new student members to the section. This
year has seen the greatest response by the students in joining
the CIF/IFC. This is undoubtedly due to Vicki enthusiastic
approach, as well as better communication of the benefits of
membership and the revised fee structure for the CIF/IFC
Silver Rings. There is much benefit to the Section from our
partnership with the Association of Saskatchewan Forestry
Professionals (ASFP) in joint dues collection and increased
visibility thought joint hosting of our AGM and other events.
The Section strives to communicate the benefits of CIF/IFC
membership at all student and jointly hosted ASFP events.
On April 4th 2009 the Saskatchewan Section of the
Canadian Institute of Forestry hosted the 8th Annual Silver
Ring Ceremony for the graduating students of the FET and
IRM programs from SIAST. In all there were 19 graduates
who received silver rings. The Gold Medal for outstanding
academic achievement and leadership was presented to
Chase Davies from the FET program. The event was attended by CIF/IFC Saskatchewan Section Chair/Director – Mark
Doyle, Vice Chair – Michael Bendzsak, Councilor Vicki
Gauthier and at least 8 other members along with the students—the majority now being student members. Members
of the executive and section members made toasts and award
presentations. Councilor Vicki Gauthier played a key role
along with the student representatives (Jaelyn Willness and
Allison Eley) in coordinating the event. The Section was one
of the many local financial sponsors of the event.
The Section released three newsletters (Birch and Bark)
during this time period (August 08, November 08, June 09).
The feedback from the membership has been positive. A
report on the section AGM and a report on the 8th Annual
SIAST CIF/IFC Silver Ring Ceremony and Gold medal recipient were written and submitted. Both write-ups appeared in
the May/June 2009 edition of The Forestry Chronicle.
Southern Ontario
Southern Ontario Section was busy during the year. A social
event in Toronto at the University of Toronto was well attended by members and students including Fleming College students from Lindsay. The evening presentation by Fred Pinto
focused on Forests without Borders.
The Section’s AGM was held in June and included a field
tour in Norfolk County. Additional events are planned for the
summer and fall, including another field tour and workshop.
The Section sponsored CONFOR, a student lead and
attended conference in late January north of Toronto.
CIF/IFC had excellent presence at this event.
The Section moved to an electronic newsletter this year;
however the Section is currently looking to find a new
newsletter editor as a newsletter has not been produced since
December. Mack Williams retired as newsletter editor after
94 issues and was given much recognition for his service. He
has also received 2 other awards from the OPFA.
The CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremony at Fleming College
was attended by Section Chair Mike Clarke. All students at
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Fleming are members of the CIF/IFC and the Institute’s profile and presence were strong.
Vancouver Island
Vancouver Island Section members worked diligently in the
planning of the Institute’s 2009 annual general meeting and
conference in Nanaimo. Many hours of volunteer time and
effort have been provided by dedicated members, and will
ensure success.
A special evening dinner and guest lecture by Jim
Snetsinger, Chief Forester of the BC Ministry of Forests and
Range was well attended.
The Silver Ring ceremony at the University of Vancouver
Island (VIU) saw excellent CIF/IFC representation. Jeff
Monty, Chair of the Section spoke to the graduating class at
VIU in May 2009
Vancouver
The Vancouver Section was very active during the year, and
continued to hold its annual series of dinner meetings at VanDusen Gardens. These events are always well anticipated and
attended. The evenings feature dinner and a relevant forestry
presentation. The Section also hosted a special presentation
this year by Linda Coady, Vancouver 2010 Olympics
Sustainability Director called “Leveraging the Games for
Sustainability” in November 2008. An annual student “Chili
Cookoff Competition” was also held in November to promote CIF/IFC to UBC Forestry students. The Section ran a
mini Quiz Bowl competition this year as part of the event
which was a lot of fun. The monthly dinner meetings are traditionally held from September through April annually. This
year’s speakers included:
• September, 2008 – “Mountain Pine Beetle” – Dr. John
McLean, UBC Forestry (Retired), Vancouver
• October, 2008 – “From Seeds to Forests: Genetic
Resource Management in BC” – Brian Barber,
A/Director, Tree Improvement Branch, MOFR,
Victoria
• January, 2009 – “Climate Change” – Dr. Richard
Hebda, Curator, Botany and Earth History, Royal
British Columbia Museum, Victoria
• February, 2009 – “Urban forest interface – wildfire
issues” – Bruce Blackwell, Blackwell and Associates,
North Vancouver
• April, 2009 – International Forestry “Forestry in Belize”
– Dr. Stephen Mitchell, UBC Faculty of Forestry and
Faustino Chi (PhD student from Belize)
Members were emailed monthly with information about
upcoming dinner meetings or other events. The Section also
circulated information from National office, if deemed to be
of wide interest to members.
The University of British Columbia’s CIF/IFC Silver Ring
ceremony in March 2009 was another huge success, with several hundreds of friends and family in attendance. Chris Lee
(Vancouver Section member) presented the history and significance of the CIF/IFC silver rings, and acknowledged the
Vancouver Section council members who were present
(Candace Parsons, Chair, Tristan Banwell, Gerry Burch, Janet
Mitchell and Tara Bergeson). Chris received his CIF/IFC
Silver Ring 30 years ago when he graduated from the
University of Toronto. Chris has the rare distinction of being
1 of only 3 people who was both Executive Director and later

national President of the CIF/IFC. The evening concluded
with the Silver Ring ceremony itself—the traditional presentation of silver rings to signify completion of an accredited
Canadian Forestry degree program. UBC was the first school
to present these rings and has been doing so since 1953. Dean
Jack Saddler bravely read out the names and brief write-ups
(often very humorous!) of the 64 UBC graduating students.
Chris Lee presented the rings to the students, assisted by
Candace Parsons. Two parents asked to present the ring to
their sons—Frank Blom gave a ring to son Garrett Blom and
Marise Wickman presented a ring to son Christopher
Wickman. A very special presentation was made to Dr. John
McLean, who has been a longtime CIF/IFC member (since
1977), and who received the first silver “member’s ring” given
to a Vancouver Section member.
It was an absolutely fabulous evening, and it was great to
see so many UBC faculty and staff there to help celebrate the
students’ achievement in getting to this point in their academic career. Everyone looked gorgeous all dressed up!
Special guests included Mike Apsey, Gerry Burch and Patrick
Duffy. Much appreciation goes to Tara Bergeson for helping
to organize this event along with UBC Forestry Student
Services staff (especially Yuko Lee). Rob Kozak ended the
evening by thanking everyone for attending, and especially to
Professor John Worrall for being such a great mentor to him

and to so many other students over the years. Thanks to the
following generous sponsors: Forestry Undergraduate
Society/Grad Fund-raising Committee, BC Timber Sales,
Association of BC Forest Professionals, Four Seasons Hotel,
Shaughnessy Restaurant at Van-Dusen Gardens, BC Hydro.
The Vancouver Section also provided numerous write-ups
for The Forestry Chronicle during 2008–2009.
Conclusion
The 18 Sections of the Institute directly delivered or partnered to deliver over 70 events and activities during
2008–2009, providing excellent member value, as well as profile and relevance for the organization as a whole. An essential volunteer spirit and ethic continues to be alive and well
within the membership of the Institute. Finally, the standardization and simplification of membership dues ratified at the
2008 AGM and conference in Fredericton, New Brunswick
also included the provision for 15% of all dues collected by
National to be returned proportionally to the Sections, based
on membership numbers in each; this new approach eliminated the complexity and confusion around non-standardized Section dues, and provided up to 30% more revenue to
most Sections at the end of fiscal 2008–2009.

Membership
The Institute’s membership declined slightly in 2008–2009.
Total active membership declined by 89 members from the
previous year, despite 217 new members joining. The new
(first year) member dues rate of $99 plus GST implemented
for 2008–2009 helped to bring many of these new members
into the Institute. In addition, an option to select one of four
welcome gifts was well received. The overall decline in membership can be attributed directly to the continuing economic difficulty in the forest sector and the recession, as many of
the members who did not renew, unfortunately had become
unemployed. However, when contacted personally by national office, many indicated verbally and in writing that they
would return to active membership as soon as their personal
situations improved. The retired member category also
declined slightly to 199 from 208 in the previous year.
The change in policy with respect to the CIF/IFC Silver
Ring program implemented the previous year (2007–2008),

whereby student membership dues could be applied to the
cost of individual Silver Rings, helped the Institute to continue to experience a large temporary influx of student members
at 453, down from the previous year’s record of 537. History
has demonstrated that the majority of these students do not
become full active members and in fact the large majority of
students making up the record during 2007–2008 have not
renewed. This suggests that members need to engage students and expose them to Institute activities so that they are
able to experience first hand the value of membership.
Table 1 provides membership trend statistics for the past
10 years. Table 2 provides a comparative summary of membership statistics by Section for 2007–2008 and 2008–2009.
The Institute will continue to work at both the personal
and strategic level to attract and keep new long-term active
members during 2009–2010, and in subsequent years.

Table 1 – CIF/IFC Membership Trends 1998–2009

Active
Fellow
Honourary
Retired

1998 1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1717 1766

2099

2145

2224

2254

2240

2198

2093

1572

1430

1341

22

20

21

20

22

21

20

18

18

15

23

23

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

212

251

226

228

229

241

223

217

215

209

208

199

Retired non-paying

37

32

29

26

23

21

18

17

1

0

0

1

Student

206

194

94

119

123

158

165

164

173

111

537

453

Total

2200 2270

2474

2542

2624

2698

2671

2623

2505

1913

2196

2012

Note: Active membership category statistics include new – first time members
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Table 2 – Section Membership Statistics
2007/08

2008/09

Difference

2007/08

2008/09

Difference

Algonquin
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

62
11
14
87

47
13
18
78

-15
2
4
-9

Orleans
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

53
16
58
127

53
14
74
141

0
-2
16
14

Cariboo
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

115
7
17
139

97
6
10
113

-18
-1
-7
-26

Ottawa Valley
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

44
24
16
84

36
23
8
67

-8
-1
-8
-17

Central Ontario
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

69
13
28
110

65
13
4
82

-4
0
-26
-30

Rocky Mountain
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

369
13
37
419

321
15
30
366

-48
2
-7
-53

Lake of the Woods
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

20
1
3
24

19
4
1
24

-1
3
-2
0

Saskatchewan
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

68
1
5
74

104
2
18
124

36
1
13
50

Manitoba
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

26
4
6
36

25
3
5
33

-1
-1
-1
-3

Southern Ontario
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

71
24
29
124

56
22
60
138

-15
-2
31
14

Maritime
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

62
20
123
205

66
21
76
163

4
1
-47
-42

Vancouver
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

122
22
97
241

127
26
85
238

5
4
-12
-3

Newfoundland and Labrador
New/Active
71
Retired
7
Student
10
88
Total

71
8
9
88

0
1
-1
0

Vancouver Island
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

84
20
28
132

74
18
24
116

-10
-2
-4
-16

Northern Ontario
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

38
2
20
60

35
1
0
36

-3
-1
-20
-24

Klondike
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

12
0
0
12

6
0
0
6

-6
0
0
-6

Northwestern Ontario
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

56
5
37
98

60
4
24
88

4
-1
-13
-10

International
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

24
0
8
32

21
0
5
26

-3
0
-3
-6

Nova Scotia
New/Active
Retired
Student
Total

57
7
11
75

55
6
2
63

-2
-1
-9
-12

Type
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Finances and Auditor’s Statement 2008–2009
Auditor’s Report, Ted R. Lupinski, Chartered Accountant, Ottawa, August 14, 2009
BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30, 2009

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash
Marketable securities
(note 4)
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

Capital Assets
Furniture, equipment
and computers

2009

2008

$238,363

$113,292

28,672
37,647
6,555

36,209
34,514
- 6,555

311,237

190,570

1

1

$311,238

$190,571

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
and accrued liabilities
Dues received in advance
Unearned revenue

Net Assets
Begrand fund
Waldrum fund
Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted surplus
Restricted surplus

$32,969
32,092
85,000

$14,447
19,748
14,133

$150,061

48,328

8,846
34,887
1
–
117,443

–
–
1
4,875
137,367

161,177

142,243

$311,238

$190,571

2009

2008

$200,200
13,746
7,040
325
61,010
16,129
27,460

$200,246
14,736
2,781
259
12,212
30,362

(44,875)
(20,835)

17,519
2,414

$260,200

280,529

Expenses
Salaries
113,806
Travel - Executive Committee
2,840
Travel - Executive Director
16,317
Rent
13,478
Administrative fees
62,800
Translation
9,763
Office
19,352
E-mail / Web page and computer 26,506
Mail / Courier
2,671
Accreditation
3,957
Professional fees
6,411
Printing
47
Bank charges
7,051

158,263
7,643
21,855
24,925
25,000
11,708
19,221
2,277
3,831
4,249
7,252
103
3,307

$284,999

289,634

$(24,799)

$(9,105)

Revenue
Members’ dues
Sustaining members’ dues
Investment income
Life insurance commissions
Partnership
Projects - Schedule A
Forestry Chronicle - Schedule B
Annual General Meetings
- Schedule C
Miscellaneous - Schedule D

Excess of (expenses
over revenue)

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Invested in Unrestricted
capital assets
surplus

Restricted
surplus

Begrand
Fund

Waldrum
Fund

Total
2009

Total
2008

Balance - beginning of year
Fund additions
Fund disbursements
Transfer from restricted surplus
Excess of (expenses over revenue)

$1
-

$4,875
19,924
(24,799)

$137,367
(19,924)
-

$8,859
(13)
-

$34,988
(101)
-

$142,243
43,847
(114)
(24,799)

$151,348
(9,105)

Balance - end of year

$1

$-

$117,443

$8,846

$34,887

$161,177

$142,243
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SCHEDULE A
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
PROJECTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
2009
Revenue
FC digitizing project
Forest Without Borders
Intern Species At Risk
Internship FED NOR
Lecture series
National recruitment strategy
NOHFC

Expenses
CFPFA
FC digitizing project
Forest Without Borders
Intern Species At Risk
Internship FED NOR
Lecture series
National recruitment strategy
NOHFC intern salary
Special projects
Task Force Projects

Excess of revenue over expenses

SCHEDULE B
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FORESTRY CHRONICLE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
2008

$2,523
375
44,454
27,500
64,265
17,133
7,754

$10,602
19,600
76,962
2,117
17,995

$164,004

$127,276

$28,545
298
43,468
29,305
7,915
15,684
10,766
11,894
-

$121
20,008
35,588
6,602
2,117
25,797
996
23,835

$147,875

$115,064

$16,129

$12,212

SCHEDULE C
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Revenue
Expenses
AGMs
Directors' travel
Student AGM Grant

Excess of revenue over expenses
(expenses over revenue)

2009

2008

$67,797

$59,010

112,672
-

$33,279
6,902
1,310

$112,672

$41,491

$(44,875)

$17,519

Revenue
Advertising
Page charges
Reprints / Colour production
Royalties/Miscellaneous
Subscriptions

Expenses
Advertising
Editors
Mailing
Miscellaneous
Online
Reprints
Printing
Production
Subscription/membership

Excess of revenue over
expenses

2008

$32,880
69,280
43,895
10,470
54,765

$55,793
61,315
12,884
1,486
56,030

$211,290

$187,508

$4,527
21,543
28,729
981
72,807
51,024
4,219

$1,990
21,494
26,805
2,560
4,289
1,857
56,887
41,100
164

$183,830

$157,146

$27,460

$30,362

SCHEDULE D
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS - MISCELLANEOUS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Revenue
Rings/Jewellery
Novelty items
Miscellaneous

Expenses
Rings/Jewellery
Novelty items
Miscellaneous
Medals/Awards

Excess of revenue over expenses
(expenses over revenue)

12

2009

2009

2008

$10,460
746
2,433

$14,021
580
2,918

$13,639

$17,519

$22,738
8,548
1,411
1,777

$15,055
50

$34,474

$15,105

$(20,835)

$2,414

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30,2009
1. Description of organization
The Institute, incorporated Federally as a corporation
without share capital, qualifies as a non-profit organization for an exemption from income tax under Federal and
Ontario legislation.
2. Significant accounting policies
a) Capital assets
All current purchases are expensed. A nominal value of $1
is carried on the balance sheet in recognition of the existence of such assets.
(b) Donated materials and services
Donated materials and services are not recognized in the
accounts, unless they would otherwise be purchased.
(c) Marketable securities
The Institute has designated its marketable securities as
held for trading, and as such are recorded at market value
on the balance sheet.
(d) Revenue recognition
Revenue from membership dues is recorded on a cash
basis. All other revenue is recorded on an accrual basis.
(e) Accounting estimates
The preparation of financial statements in accordance
with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles
requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the amounts recorded in the financial statements. These estimates are based on management’s best
knowledge of current events and actions that the Institute
may undertake in the future. Actual results may differ
from these estimates.
3. Commitments
The Insititute has entered into an agreement with the
Canadian Ecology Centre whereby the latter agrees to provide the Institute with office space and full administrative
support for the three year period ending January 31, 2011.
The monthly stipend is $5,000.

transaction between knowledgeable and willing parties.
The information supplied by the custodian of these securities is used to express the market value. The estimated
market value may differ in amount from that which could
be realized in an immediate settlement of the investments.
(b) Investment risk
Investments in financial instruments renders the Insititue
subject to investment risks. The risks arise from changes in
interest rates and the degree of volatility of these rates.
They also include the risks arising from the failure of a
party to a financial instrument to discharge an obligation
when it is due.
(c Concentration risk
Concentration of risk exists when a significant proportion
of the portfolio is invested in securities with similar characteristics or subject to similar economic, political and
other conditions. Management believes that the concentrations described above do not represent excessive risk.
5. Financial instruments
Cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued
liabilities, dues received in advance and unearned revenue
are financial instruments with a market value presumed to
be equal to their book value because of their short-term
nature. It is management’s opinion that the Institute is not
exposed to significant interest rate, currency or credit risks
arising from these financial instruments.
6. Statement of cash flow
A statement of cash flow is not presented. The information pertaining to cash flow is otherwise adequately disclosed.
7. Other financial information
Certain items in the prior year have been reclassified to
conform with the presentation adopted in the current
period.

4. Marketable securities
(a) Determination of market values
The market value of the investments approximates the
value at which these instruments could be exchanged in a

Newfoundland-Labrador Section Director Eric Young (left) with in-coming Director Alan Masters at Cornerbook Forestry Fair April 2009.
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Projects 2008–2009
Think Forests! National Recruitment Program
The Think Forests! national recruitment program was successfully planned, developed and implemented during
2008–2009, with the production and distribution of an array
of communications products. The program was made possible through the financial assistance and participation of a
number of partners including FedNOR, the Canadian
Council of Forests Ministers, and several organizations represented on the National Recruitment Committee, coordinated
by the Institute. The Think Forests! campaign is designed to
better inform Canadian youth, parents and teachers of the
varied and exciting career opportunities that the forest sector
offers, and to directly encourage their consideration of postsecondary forestry educational programs. A number of helpful products associated with the campaign were distributed to
the Institute’s 18 Sections in spring 2009, at no direct cost to
the Sections. The standardized Think Forests! communication
kit includes: a standing banner, posters, bookmarks,
brochures, interactive career envelopes with seeds, access to
forestry video shorts, a customizable PowerPoint presentation and on-line access to a portal Web site. Post secondary
forestry programs recognized for CIF/IFC Silver Rings are
featured in a direct link to each faculty Web site, on the digital map of Canada that is the centrepiece of the Think Forests!
portal Web site: www.thinkforests.org.
The Think Forests! toolkit’s communications products
answer many of the questions that potential students, and
their parents, educators and guidance counselors might have
about forestry occupations. It also directs them to the Web
site and ultimately to university and college Web sites for
additional information. Think Forests! communications
materials are intended to supplement, support and strengthen the marketing of forestry university and college programs
across Canada. The toolkit or its individual components are
available on a cost-recovery basis to organizations outside of
the Institute. The Think Forests! initiative has a simple philosophy – to provide information, tools and resources at a grassroots level that helps reconnect people and communities to
our forests, and sparks interest amongst our youth, with
encouragement from adults, to become our future forest
stewards. It is intended to help reverse the current trend of
declining or stagnant enrolment in post-secondary forestry
programs in Canada. Think Forests! will help the Institute to
promote forestry programs to a large and diverse demographic.
Species at Risk
Throughout 2008–2009, the Institute, in partnership with the
Canadian Ecology Centre (CEC) and the Nipissing
Naturalists Club successfully delivered a regional Species at
Risk Stewardship program funded by the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources (OMNR). The money provided by OMNR
was directed towards employment and support of a Species at
Risk Intern who worked to raise awareness and promote better understanding of species at risk in central and northern
Ontario. Based at the CEC, the project focused on education
and outreach to a large and diverse audience, including; students and teachers, Aboriginal communities, forestry and
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mining professionals and workers, as well as the environmentally conscious public. This approach also succeeded at
integrating a species at risk component into existing CEC
educational activities through numerous workshops, seminars and tours, both at the Centre and throughout central and
northern Ontario. In addition, and with assistance from partners and staff, several presentations, short videos and posters
were created and used to actively promote species at risk
awareness.
Species at risk are an important indicator of the health of
our ecosystems. The majority of species at risk are found in
areas of widespread agricultural activity and high human
population density. However, where species at risk are found
in forested landscapes, forest practitioners are involved in
researching the factors that have led to population declines,
understanding and using information from all of the research
available, and consulting and supporting local people to find
solutions to their economic, social and ecological needs.
The Institute’s Species at Risk project directly supported
and contributed to conservation, stewardship and sustainability. By bringing together like-minded and mandated
organizations in a partnership that promotes awareness and
action for species at risk, the specific efforts and initiatives of
all the partner organizations, including the Institute, were
enhanced and amplified.
Forests without Borders
The Institute continued to develop and implement its new
Forests without Borders (FwB) program during 2008–2009.
Legal and administrative activity has commenced to officially register Forest without Borders as a non-profit charitable
program operated by the Canadian Institute of Forestry –
Institut forestier du Canada. The Institute’s existing Forestry
Awareness in Canada Trust (FACT) charity will have its mandate expanded to include developmental aid as part of its
business and become Forests without Borders. Forests without
Borders will work with existing non government organizations to deliver the skills, knowledge and tools that enable
poverty stricken communities around the world to effectively meet their challenges related to restoring their forests and
the many benefits people obtain from their forests. The
scarcity of resources such as fuel (wood) and water results in
a cascade of problems that undermines human security and
health. Several CIF/IFC members, of their own volition have
established altruistic forestry –related programs in different
parts of the world for a number of decades, and these members have been approached and have agreed to bring their
projects under the auspices of Forests without Borders.
An initial mission statement, as well as goals and objectives for the program have been developed in consultation
with a number of interested members in several Sections.
Mission
Helping to improve the natural and human condition in communities locally and around the world.
Goal
To help communities achieve long-term sustainable use of
their basic natural resources.

Objectives
• To restore, repair and sustain damaged local ecosystems
through afforestation and the promotion and use of good
forestry practices
• To ensure a safe and dependable supply of fresh water for
all community inhabitants
• To guarantee a sustainable supply of wood fibre for basic
human needs (heating and cooking)
• To help people improve their understanding of the value
and ecological processes of forests
Forest without Borders works on the premise that CIF/IFC
members possess knowledge in forest ecosystems, facilitation
and consensus building and managing small businesses,
allowing Forests without Borders to enable Institute members
to help communities to reduce poverty, restore ecosystems
and increase their understanding of the sustainable use of
forests and water.
New web pages for the program were developed during
2008–2009 and can be viewed at: www.cif-ifc.org/
forests_without_borders.
Fundraising for Forests without Borders began late in
2008–2009 with several Sections holding specific special
events and activities. The sale of arts and crafts obtained in
different parts of the world was undertaken, as well as several tree-planting events. While direct donations, international
arts and craft sales and special events (i.e. silent auctions, etc.)
will undoubtedly be central to fundraising, the direct sale of
World Clean Air Forest – Clean Air Tree Kits has been determined to be a legitimate and potentially effective means for
future endeavors.
People to People delegation to China opportunity
for members
People to People Citizen Ambassador Program approached
the CIF/IFC in 2008 to develop a delegation for forest professionals in Canada. The primary objective of this delegation is
to seek a better understanding of forest management in
China including its wood use, conservation of biodiversity,
maintenance and restoration of ecological services and forest
education. Delegates will learn about the historic and current
uses of forests and forest products in China and how forest
management today plans to address China’s goals for its
forests and people. To inform our membership of forestry in
China articles on wood use in construction and afforestation
in China have been published in recent issues of The Forestry
Chronicle.
The delegation is tentatively expected to depart in April
2010 if at least 15 people sign up. A letter via regular mail will
be sent to all members inviting them to attend the delegation.
Participants will have to cover their own expenses.
100th Anniversary DVD
The Institute premiered its 100th anniversary video in
September 2008 at the 100th AGM and conference in
Fredericton, New Brunswick. The video was very well
received by the membership. A final version was distributed
to every member as an insert in the November/December
2008 issue of The Forestry Chronicle, in DVD format. The
production of the video was made possible through the
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation, which directly subsidized a year-long cinematography internship begin-

ning in fiscal 2007–2008. Many members across the country
assisted with and supported the production of the video,
helping with transportation, food, and lodging for the interns
involved.
The video summarized the 100 year history of the Institute
and its accomplishments. It included interviews with many
members from Sections across Canada. The majority of members who commented on the final version provided positive
critique. The 100th anniversary video is posted in low-resolution format on the Institute’s Web site and UTube. The video
can be used to promote the Institute, and is also considered to
be very suitable for use at CIF/IFC Silver Ring ceremonies.
Additional copies are available through National office.
The Forest on Your Desktop – National Electronic
Lecture Series
The Institute’s highly successful National Electronic Lecture
Series, which was implemented in January 2007, continued
throughout 2008–2009. Lecture series themes during the year
included:
• Bio-energy (summer 2008)
• Sustainable Forest Management Network (English and
French series) (fall 2008)
• Canadian Wood Fibre Centre (winter 2009)
• FORREX (spring and summer 2009).
All of the lectures experienced significant participation;
with each lecture usually averaging between 60 to 70 sites and
300 to 350 individual participants across Canada (statistical
average indicates 5 individuals per site).
The lectures continued to be provided in a very straightforward and user-friendly manner, with participants either
emailed or able to download the specific PowerPoint or PDF
presentation from an ftp site in advance of the lecture, and
then follow along on the conference call as the presenter
spoke to individual slides and indicated the time for slide
changes. A new feature of all series has been the designation
of a series affiliated moderator, generally improving the dialogue, interaction and flow of the question and answer period following each lecture. National office staff continue to
handle all coordination and logistical and technical requirements. This overall approach and arrangement has proven to
be very popular and virtually problem free. Most participants
continue to indicate that their remote locations are best suited to keeping access to the lectures as simple as possible and
that they appreciate requiring little or no assistance from
Information Technology staff. The Institute has also sought
annual competitive quotes from conference providers, ensuring the best service and minimal cost is maintained.
Lecture series themes are planned for 2009–2010 and
include an overview of forest certification, the Forestry
Research Partnership, the Sustainable Forest Management
Network and the Canadian Wood Fibre Centre, and FORREX as well as a series that will be offered completely in
French on a monthly basis. Sponsorship and support for the
lectures was significant during 2008–2009, and continued to
include funding for full colour and full page notices and ads
of upcoming lectures in The Forestry Chronicle. PDF’s of these
ads were also linked on the Institute’s Web site and in the
national e-newsletter. For each lecture in any given series, an
email notice was sent to all members the week before, as a
reminder. Finally, the visual identity for e-lecture notices and
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posters was standardized in both the Chronicle and for the
PDF’s during 2008–2009, ensuring that The Forest on Your
Desktop is recognized as a uniquely CIF/IFC value and product, albeit presented in partnership with supportive and relevant groups and organizations.
Organizations that have partnered and helped the Institute
to run the e-lectures and make the program sustainable during 2008–2009 include: Natural Resources Canada – the
Canadian Wood Fibre Centre, the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources, the British Columbia Ministry of Forests
and Range, Alberta Environmental Protection, the Ontario
Professional Foresters Association, FORREX and the
Sustainable Forest Management Network, and the College of
Alberta Professional Foresters.
Forest Carbon Standards
Throughout 2008–2009, the Institute continued to be directly involved with a broad range of forestry stakeholders,
including industry and environmental groups in both the
U.S. and Canada that have come together to help address climate change. This diverse group has begun to develop binational consensus standards for determining how carbon
absorbed in North American forests will be measured and
counted.
Being developed under procedures accredited by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the forest carbon measurement and accounting standards will incorporate
the technical knowledge of the forestry, carbon trading, and
environmental communities into approaches that are scientifically sound, economically feasible, and environmentally
positive. Having consistent, transparent standards will be
valuable to the forestry community, climate change program
administrators, and the public. There is widespread interest
in defining forest carbon credit accounting rules in state,
provincial, regional, and national climate programs. The
diversity of forest carbon accounting rules and a desire for
standardization across jurisdictions and trading regimes have
given rise to this important effort. The new consensus standards will bring together existing and emerging efforts, seek
consensus on the resolution of differences, and provide a
broadly-supported basis for forest carbon protocols in both
countries.
Organized by the American Forest and Paper Association,
the Forest Products Association of Canada (FPAC), the
Society of American Foresters (SAF), and the Institute, the
standards development process will be carried out by a Forest
Carbon Standards Committee of approximately 40 individuals representing a broad range of forest landowners, environmental organizations, forest products industry, federal, state,
and provincial government agencies, universities, carbon
traders, and others. The Institute’s Executive Director is Vicechair of the Forest Carbon Standards Communications
Committee.
The ANSI-accredited committee process has involved all
interests affected by the proposed standards. The Committee
also has conformed to the processes established by the
Standards Council of Canada, with the intent of achieving
recognized status for the standards in both countries. The
proposed standards must be agreed to by a “consensus body,”
representative of the affected parties, followed by a public
comment period.
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The Web site for this process is: www.forestcarbonstandards.org.
EcoLogo Biomass – Bioenergy Standards
The CIF/IFC provided comprehensive input to the development of EcoLogo’s bioenergy standards during 2008–2009.
Founded in 1988 by the Government of Canada, but now recognized world-wide, EcoLogo is one of North America’s
largest and most respected environmental standard and certification marks. A detailed position paper was submitted to
EcoLogo and also posted on the Institute’s Web site at
www.cif-ifc.org. An abbreviated summary version of the
submission was also featured in the March/April issue of The
Forestry Chronicle.
In summary, the Institute promoted continued excellence
in forest practices as biomass bio-energy is developed, and
that Canada has the potential to become a global leader in
sustainable forest bioenergy production: in total output, in
quality of standards and practices, and in quality of energy
products. Canada is already exporting forest biofuels in the
form of wood pellets to Europe; the vast majority of these are
currently made from industrial by-product waste from
sawmills, but it is anticipated that Canada will soon export
pellets made from biomass harvested from forest sites.
Second-generation liquid biofuels, such as cellulosic ethanol
and bio-oils, will no doubt soon be commercially produced,
and some will feed into the export market. To enter especially European markets, Canada will need to meet European
standards.
The Institute encouraged EcoLogo to work with the
Canadian forestry sector to meet or exceed these standards so
that the quality and sustainability of Canadian forest biofuels
is never in doubt within the international market.
Partnerships and Sponsorships
The Institute continued to experience generous support and
much success through a number of existing and new partnerships and sponsorships during 2008–2009, despite the
general state of the economy and the world-wide recession.
These partnerships and sponsorships provided increased
value to the membership, kept Institute programs sustainable
and diversified revenue.
The Forestry Research Partnership
The Forestry Research Partnership (FRP) based at the
Canadian Ecology Centre formally became a partner of the
Institute in the delivery of extension and knowledge exchange
for its significant array of forest science and research projects.
In an effort to pool resources, build capacity and bring FRP
science to a wider audience, the Partnership and the Institute
implemented an agreement in spring 2009 to work together
on extension and knowledge transfer. The Partnership and
the Institute had shared several internships beginning in late
2007–2008, and will now look to additional human resources
cooperation. FRP project results will be made available
directly to its partners and affiliates and to CIF/IFC members
through e-lectures, the FRP e-newsletter, workshops, seminars, tours, and other products and events, all delivered collectively by the two organizations. Most of these activities will
be undertaken in collaboration with local CIF/IFC Sections

wherever possible. The new partnership will enhance and
grow extension and knowledge transfer efforts for both
organizations. The arrangement will benefit all members and
bring direct value through the dissemination of quality information and sound forest science to the CIF/IFC membership,
as well as helpful and diversified funding revenue.
The FRP was featured in a theme issue of The Forestry
Chronicle (September/October 2008) and also contributed
significant content to the November/December 2008 issue
focusing on LiDAR use in natural resource inventories. An
additional 500 copies of the September/October 2008
Chronicle were printed as a result of direct FRP funding.
These issues were provided to students and faculty free of
charge at universities and colleges with forestry programs
across Ontario.
Canadian Silviculture
Canadian Silviculture discontinued the free provision of their
quarterly magazine to all CIF/IFC members in spring 2009,
as a result of economic pressures. A new electronic-only version of the renamed international magazine “Silviculture” is
now available to members at $20 annually, payable directly to
the publisher. The original Canadian Silviculture magazine
was considered to be a practical and high quality magazine
and a positive addition to membership value during the past
three years.
The Canadian Wood Fibre Centre
The Canadian Wood Fibre Centre continued to provide
much in-kind and monetary support to various CIF/IFC
projects, particularly the national electronic lecture series.
Many Canadian Forest Service scientists and researchers
from across Canada have been regular speakers in the
Institute’s National Electronic Lecture Series. In 2008, the
Canadian Wood Fibre Centre was again featured in a popular
and well-subscribed themed lecture series focusing on their
efforts to improve the optimize the value chain in Canada’s
wood fibre production and use.
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR)
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) continued to provide direct monetary sponsorship of the National
Electronic Lecture Series. A number of OMNR scientists have
been featured as electronic lecture series speakers as well.
The Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) Network
The Sustainable Forest Management Network continued to
provide sponsorship toward a number of Institute projects.
The Network partnered with the Institute to deliver a series of
three lectures, including one in French during the fall of 2008.
SFM Network products and outputs continue to be featured
regularly in the Forestry Chronicle and in the Institute’s enewsletters. The Network is a major sponsor of the 101st
AGM and conference in Nanaimo.
Forum for Research and Extension in Natural
Resources (FORREX)
British Columbia’s FORREX partnered with the Institute to
deliver three electronic lecture series during 2008–2009.
These lectures featured scientists and researchers affiliated

with FORREX and had a distinctly western Canadian theme.
The three series focused on forest watershed management,
forest management dynamics, and forest social sciences. All
electronic lectures in the series were well subscribed in British
Columbia and from sites across Canada as well. FORREX
also provided generous support to CIF/IFC national to attend
their business meeting and visioning session in Vancouver in
fall 2008.
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development provided direct
sponsorship and support of the Institute’s national electronic
lecture series during 2008–2009.
British Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range
The Ministry of Forests and Range of British Columbia provided direct sponsorship of the Institute’s national electronic
lecture series during 2008–2009.
Ontario Professional Foresters Association (OPFA)
The Ontario Professional Foresters Association provided
direct sponsorship for the CIF/IFC’s national electronic lecture series in 2008–2009, and has committed to do so again in
2009–2010. The Association also provided opportunities for
the Institute to promote itself at their annual conference in
Sudbury in April 2008.
College of Alberta Professional Foresters (CAPF)
The College of Alberta Professional Foresters provided direct
sponsorship of the Institute’s national electronic lecture series
in 2008–2009 and also provided generous support to CIF/IFC
national for the opportunity to be featured to CAPF members
in a speaking tour of several Alberta municipalities in winter
2009.
Association of BC Forest Professionals (ABCFP)
The Association of BC Forest Professionals continued to offer
the Institute many promotional opportunities in 2008–2009,
including a CIF/IFC presentation at their annual general
meeting in Prince George during spring 2008. The ABCFP
consistently contributes high-quality articles to The Forestry
Chronicle.
Internships
The Institute continued to be successful in obtaining external
funding for internships during 2008–2009. This included:
• 100% funding – Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Species at Risk Internship: Matt Meade
• 90% funding – FedNor Forest Program Recruitment
Internship: Wanda Leung
• 90% funding – Heritage Fund Corporation Forest
Research Integration Internship (half of this position is
shared with the Forestry Research Partnership): Mathieu
Belanger
• 50% funding – Natural Resources Canada Communications and Extension Internship (half of remaining 50%
is shared with the Forestry Research Partnership; the
Institute receives half of the intern’s time while financing
25% of the salary): Michelle Nadeau
CIF/IFC internships continued to be filled in 2008–2009
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through well advertised job competitions including emailblasts to all CIF/IFC student members across Canada. In all
cases, student members or new active members were given
preference for interviews, and membership was taken into
consideration during the final selection process. All interns
currently employed by the Institute are members.
Externally funded youth internships are now a well established and essential human resources value for the Institute
and its partners (i.e. the CEC and the FRP). In most cases,

reporting to the internship funding agencies is straight-forward. Attention to detail and deadlines in the reporting
process ensures continued access to the programs. Internship
funding provided over $80,000 to the Institute between July
2008 and June 2009. As with all CIF/IFC internships, the success of the individual with respect to acquiring experience
and knowledge, potential career paths, and in developing a
network of forestry colleagues and friends, remain the most
important desired outcomes.

The Forestry Chronicle Report
Six issues of The Forestry Chronicle were published during the
fiscal year 01 July 2008 to 30 June 2009, numbers 4 to 6 of
Volume 84 and numbers 1 to 3 of Volume 85. Of the six
issues, five covered special themes: July/August celebrated the
100th anniversary of the Faculty of Forestry at the University
of New Brunswick; September/October highlighted the
work of Ontario’s Forestry Research Partnership. November/
December’s Chronicle featured LiDAR Use in Natural
Resource Management, March/April presented seven papers
on Forest Birds and Forest Management, and ten papers in the
May/June issue looked at Enhancing the Economic Value of
Canada’s Forest Fibre. The production of five theme issues
caused a significant backlog in the publication of unaffiliated
papers. Fortunately this situation did not, in the end, cause

excessive delays but in the future, theme issues will be limited
to a maximum of three annually.
During 2008–2009, revenues generated by The Forestry
Chronicle were $211,290 compared to $187,508 for
2007–2008. Income sources were: subscriptions (26%), page
charges (33%), advertising (15%), reprints and colour production (21%) and royalties (5%). Advertising revenues
amounted to $32,880 (Table 3).
Expenditures were $183,830 compared to $157,146 last
year (Table 4) and were distributed as follows: printing (40%),
mailing, on-line, reprints and miscellaneous (19%), editing
and production (39%), and advertising (2%). Net profit trend
for the past 5 years is shown in Table 5.
From July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009, 88 manuscripts were

Table 3 – Advertising cf. Total Revenues
2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

Revenues

$143,929

$157,855

$182,690

$187,508

$211,290

$ Amt

$30,225

$30,940

$34,711

$55,793

$32,880

(21%)

(20%)

(19%)

(30%)

(15%)

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

$172,187

$188,130

$172,817

$157,146

$183,830

$67,153

$65,657

$51,845

$56,888

$72,807

(39%)

(35%)

(30%)

(36%)

(40%)

$44,769

$47,973

$46,660

$35,808

$36,416

(26%)

(26%)

(27%)

(23%)

(20%)

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

($28,258)

($30,275)

$10,271

$30,362

$27,460

% of total

Table 4 – Trends in Major Expenses

Total Costs
Printing
$ Amt
% of total

Mailing, On-line, Miscellaneous
$ Amt
% of total

Table 5 – Net Profit Trend

Net Profit
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received. Of these, 32 were published during the fiscal year,
nine were rejected, and one was withdrawn. Twenty-three
have been accepted for publication, (including 11 for the
July/August and 12 for the September/October issues), nine
are with authors for revision and a further 12 are with reviewTable 6 – Distribution of Papers/Pages
04–05

05–06

06–07

Professional
Papers

13

17

11

8

5

# of pages

87

90

84

41

26

Scientific
Papers
# of pages
Notes
# of pages

07–08

08-09

25

18

37

32

20

242

176

374

348

196

4

4

1

–

2

17

6

5

–

2

Special Pages

129

176

53

205

449

Other pages

773

442

395

324

329

Total

1248

890

911

918
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ers. Two manuscripts are inactive, waiting follow-up from the
authors. Several of the papers to be published in the
July/August and September/October issues were submitted
before July 1st, 2007 and are part of the backlog of papers
resulting from the production of five theme issues. In Table 4,
“Special Pages” refers to the 57 papers of the special theme
issues. All theme papers were in English.
The percentage distribution of pages is as follows (last two
years in brackets):
Professional Papers,
Special theme issues
Scientific Papers
Other topics

27% (17%; 15%)
38% (21%; 42%)
35% (62%; 43%)

“Other topics” includes “Perspective” and Of Relevance
articles, guest editorials, national and international news,
aboriginal forestry, personals, institute affairs, Section and
forestry school news, tributes, model forest news, book
reviews and advertisements.
Tributes were published for the following CIF/IFC
members:
September/October
November/December
January/February
March/April
May/June

Roderic (Don) Jones
Roy F. Sutton; David V. Love
W. Ivan Miller
Wilfrid Creighton
James (Dan) MacArthur
Douglas Redmond
Erwin (Kris) Morgenstern
Richard Kempson Vivian

Section Reports
Eleven Sections provided reports during the period, with
Algonquin, Nova Scotia and Vancouver Island providing
three reports. When reports include photographs (separate
electronic files), captions are appreciated.
Book Reviews
Book reviews are an important aspect of the Chronicle. The
CIF/IFC office receives numerous books over the year and
anyone who wishes to review a book needs only to contact
the office and the book will be sent out immediately. The
reviewer may keep the book or pass it on to the nearest college or university library. Over the past year, reviews were
published for the following:
Forest Landscape Ecology: Transferring Knowledge to Practice
reviewed by Alan Eddy, Nova Scotia Dept. of Natural
Resources
Awful Splendour – A Fire History of Canada reviewed by Peter
J. Murphy, Professor Emeritus, University of Alberta
Finer Than Hair on a Frog reviewed by John Pineau, CIF/IFC
Vivre les chanements climatiques – Réagir pour l’avenir
reviewed by Aude Fournier, Ressources naturelles Canada
Illegal Logging – Law Enforcement, Livelihoods and the Timber
Trade reviewed by Darwin Janke, Saskatchewan Ministry of
Environment
Salal – Listening for the Northwest Understory reviewed by
Ken Farr, CFS
The Legacy of John Waldie and Sons – The History of the
Victoria Harbour Lumber Company reviewed by Lyn
Dunford, Forest Health Technologist, Government of
Manitoba
Seeing Beyond the Trees – The Social Dimensions of Aboriginal
Forest Management reviewed by Stephen Wyatt, Université de
Moncton
Toward Agroforestry Design – An Ecological Approach
reviewed by Virginie Lavasseur, Université de Moncton
Harnessing Farms and Forests in the Low-Carbon Economy
reviewed by Kevin Ride, Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources
Old Growth in a New World – A Pacific Northwest Icon
Reexamined reviewed by Gordon F. Weetman, Professor
Emeritus, University of British Columbia
Themes for Future Issues
Planning of themes for the next fiscal year is underway.
Themes under consideration include:
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January/February
Sustainable Forest Biomass Harvesting Guidelines and Policy
May/June
OMR’s Forest Management Guidelines
July/August
FOREX (BC’s Forest Extension Program)

tribute to the Sections’ and university/college news is much
appreciated. We also appreciate suggestions for guest editorials, Of Relevance articles and submissions for possible cover
photos.
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Forest Awareness in Canada Trust (FACT)
The Institute continued to administer and provide secretariat
services for the Forestry Awareness in Canada Trust (FACT)
during 2008–2009, a registered charity whose purpose is to
promote understanding and provide more positive information about forest management and forestry across Canada.
The Board of Trustees of FACT continued to focus its monetary distribution on events such as forestry teachers’ tours,
interpretive forest display development, communications and
specific local and regional initiatives that directly supported
getting the public out into the forest and experiencing firsthand what forestry is all about.
In mid 2009, the FACT Board of Trustees unanimously
agreed to undertake formal legal proceedings through
Industry Canada to change the name of the charity to Forests
without Borders, retaining its original mandate of promoting
understanding and awareness of forestry in Canada, but also
adding new goals and objectives relating to the intent of the
evolving Forests without Borders program. The new combined entity will be a non-profit organization with charitable
status, recognized nationally and internationally by the name
Forests without Borders. It is anticipated that this legal
process will be complete by fall 2009. During 2008–2009,
FACT continued to operate under its existing name and as
sanctioned by its original and traditional mandate.
During 2008–2009, the Institute promoted FACT on a
larger scale in order to obtain the ability to better fund appropriate local and regional events and activities. There continues to be a need for more events and activities that raise
money for FACT at the Section level. However, a recent wave
of fundraising related to Forests without Borders suggest that
the name change now underway will bring about much
greater interest, far more contributions and more significant
fundraising efforts across the Institute.
The Institute, in consultation with FACT Trustees, developed and produced the following FACT promotional materials during 2008–2009:
• FACT WebPages
• A digital and hardcopy promotional flyer (includes the
promotion of bequests)
• A standardized FACT request/application form
The requirement to fill one vacancy on the FACT Board of
Trustees was undertaken by the CIF/IFC Executive Director
in mid 2009. The vacancy was filled by Fred Pinto of
Algonquin Section. The Trustees of FACT unanimously supported this appointment. Preliminary operating rules currently in development for Forests without Borders potential20

ly stipulate that the departing Past President of the Institute’s
National Executive will sit for a term on the Board of Trustees
of the new Forests without Borders (i.e. once FACT has been
renamed as such).
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 2009
ASSETS
2009
Current Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable

Net Assets
Net Assets

2008

$1,572
80

$4,032
80

$1,652

$4,112

$1,652

$4,112

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
AND NET ASSETS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30, 2009
2009
Revenue
Donations and fundraising
Interest income

Expenses
Promotion

Excess of (expenses over revenue)
Net assets - beginning of year
Net assets - end of year

2008

$2,639
1

$80
2

2,640

82

5,100

500

(2,460)

(418)

4,112

4,530

$1,652

$4,112

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
1. Description of organization
The Forestry Awareness in Canada Trust is a registered
charity with the mandate to provide financial assistance to
programs that stimulate public awareness of Canada’s
forests. Projects must focus on informing the people of
Canada of the facts and importance of forests and forestry
and the value of forests and forest products to the standard of living and economic strength of Canada.

2. Significant accounting policy
Donated materials and services
Donated materials and services are not recognized in the
accounts, unless they would otherwise be purchased.
3. Other financial information
No cash flow statement was prepared since the required
information is readily apparent from the other financial
statements.

Student Support
The Institute successfully supported student attendance at the
100th AGM and conference in September 2008 in
Fredericton, New Brunswick, with over 50 students from
across Canada participating in the three-day event that
included a Quiz Bowl competition. The Institute was also able
to leverage additional funding in this endeavour through the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, the Canadian
Council of Forest Ministers, and a number individual members’ generous donations to FACT.
As usual, the amount of financial assistance provided to
students varied depending on individual need, travel distance, etc., and also took group travel arrangements into consideration. The conference organizers also helped the students to keep all costs to a minimum through the use of
University of New Brunswick and Maritime College of Forest
Technology residences and dormitories. All students attending the conference as a result of Institute or FACT support
were already members.

National Office also continued with the provision of up to
$200 to each Section, as requested, to support a student activity or event. Several Sections requested and used this seed
money during 2008–2009 to hold successful student events
and to sign-up new student members. This opportunity will
continue for 2009–2010.
Attracting and keeping new members is essential for the
long term viability of the Institute. Hopefully student travel
support to conferences and AGMs, special Section events for
students and the changes made to the Silver Ring Program in
2007–2008, whereby student members are able to apply dues
paid directly against the cost of their Silver Ring upon completion of their recognized program, will all have a long-term
positive impact on active membership. The support and
engagement of students in every way possible by the Institute
and all members is critical to a successful and strong future.

Come visit/Venez visiter

www.cif-ifc.org

Canadian Institute of Forestry/Institut forestier du Canada

❆ Read CIF/IFC Position Papers

❆ Prenez connaissance des activités du CIF/IFC et des
nouvelles des sections

❆ Learn about Continuing Education opportunities

❆ Prenez connaissance des énoncés de l’Institut

❆ Explore Job Opportunities

❆ Informez-vous des possibilités de formation continue

❆ Become a member

❆ Explorez de nouveaux emplois

❆ View links to other sites

❆ Devenez membre de l’Institut

❆ Read about CIF/IFC Activities and Section News

❆ Dirigez-vous vers d’autres sites Internet
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Silver Ring Program Summary
The Institute continued its 42 year tradition of providing
CIF/IFC Silver Rings to graduates of Forestry Baccalaureate
programs and to graduates of Forestry and Natural Resources
Technical programs during 2008–2009. The Forest Ecology
and Forest Policy and Management programs at the
University of Winnipeg, and the AgroForestry Program at the
University of Moncton were recognized for Baccalaureate
Silver Rings by the Institute, using newly revised standards,
largely based on the new standards recently developed by the
Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board.
If student membership revenue is taken into consideration, the Silver Ring Program approached revenue neutrality
and full cost-recovery in 2008–2009 (i.e. the majority of students would not have joined if the membership dues did not
directly subsidize the cost of the ring). The price of a ring to
an individual student or faculty remained at $40 each. The
cost for replacement rings for members and non-members
also stayed at $40 and $60 respectively.
The Institute continued to use the services of Mattawa
Jewellery and continued to fine-tune certain administrative
procedures so that CIF/IFC staff no longer directly handle the
shipping and receiving of Silver Rings. The CIF/IFC Silver
Ring digital order form was also simplified and revised to
allow ease in ordering and to improve communications
between National office and the various forestry programs.
National office and Mattawa Jewellery make every effort to
ensure the accuracy and timely delivery of CIF/IFC Silver
Ring orders. However the onus remains with individual programs to provide information with respect to their order, in
an accurate and timely manner.
Student members in good standing were allowed for the
second year to cumulatively apply dues paid to the Institute
against the cost of their CIF/IFC Silver Ring – i.e. two years of
student membership resulted in the Institute providing the
CIF/IFC Silver Ring as a gift to that particular student. Some
abuse occurred with this approach when a few students
topped up their $35 dues from the previous year with an
additional $5 to complete the payment for their CIF/IFC
Silver Ring, but did not renew their membership for a second

year. This will not be permitted in the future, as student
membership in good-standing will be required. It is hoped
that with the continued application and fine-tuning of this
overall approach, long-term membership in the Institute will
be encouraged and will grow. The approach was directly
responsible for a second year of high numbers of student
members during 2008–2009, at 453.

Silver Rings provided to Students or sold as replacements and Member Silver Rings
2009

2008

Baccalaureate

191

242

Technical

245

272

Member
Total:

3

N/A

436

514

Silver Ring Revenue
2009

2008

$10,460

$14,021

Student membership
$9,401
(Student members who received
CIF/IFC Silver Ring in 2008–2009*)

N/A

Money received directly
for Silver Rings (Students,
schools, replacements)

Silver Ring Costs
Jeweller’s Charges
Difference (cost/profit
to the CIF/IFC)

$22,738

$15,055

($2,877)

($1,034)

* Note: Calculation of student member dues subsidizing Silver
Ring: 316 student members: 316 students X $35 = $11,060 $1659 (15% for Sections) = $9,401

Dr. Chris Opio of UNBC with CIF/IFC President Peter Marshall—Cariboo Section Director Scott Scholefield and Ed Morrice
clown-around at Cariboo Silver Ring ceremony in Prince George.
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Communications
The Institute continued to build on the successes achieved
during 2007–2008 through the development of quality communications content and associated materials, and the use of
voluntary member SWAT Teams. Overall, significant effort to
promote communications and raise the Institute’s profile,
both internally and externally, was undertaken during
2008–2009. The usual variety of media and methods were
used in this capacity.
Media Releases and Media Interaction
Seven national media releases and editorials on a variety of
topics were produced and distributed during 2008 – 2009.
Releases included several associated with 100th AGM and
conference in Fredericton, New Brunswick. Some news
media coverage of the conference occurred, including several
interviews of attending members by local and regional newspapers.
Release themes and topics during 2008–2009 included:
• Partnership to launch Species at Risk Education
Outreach
• Canadian Institute of Forestry Celebrates 100 Years this
week in Fredericton
• Canadian Institute of Forestry Presents National
Awards at Gala Banquet
• Canadian Institute of Forestry Recognized by
Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
• Canadian Institute of Forestry Lists Key Forestry
Challenges for 2009
• Forest Operations Apply Science to Protect Forest
Birds
• Canada’s Forest Professionals Call for Investment in
Green Infrastructure
Internal (CIF/IFC membership only) news releases were
also produced:
• Forests without Borders developments
• Institute’s Senate Testimony
CBC radio coverage of the Institute occurred in May 2009
as a result of the Forest Birds media release. Executive
Director John Pineau was interviewed on CBC morning
north, answering questions about the science behind recent
bird population trends presented in the release (detailed
information came from the May/June issue of The Forestry
Chronicle) and about the efforts made in forestry planning
and operations to promote and protect bird habitat. The
interview WAV file is available on the Institute’s Web site at
www.cif-ifc.org/news_releases. Additional CBC radio coverage for the Institute occurred again in late June as a result of
a letter sent to Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty (see letters
section – below). Several local and regional newspapers and
radio stations were reported to have picked-up the stories
presented by the Institute during the year.

Individual members of the Institute were once again
encouraged to write regional and local news releases and ‘letters to the editor’, etc. identifying themselves as CIF/IFC
members. Newfoundland-Labrador Section and Rocky
Mountain Section were both active in this capacity. Media
releases and editorials continued to be developed, written and
vetted by small teams of interested or selected members, usually familiar with and specializing in a particular theme or
topic, and approved by the National Executive for final
release. This “SWAT” Team approach, initiated in 2006, continued to work quickly and effectively during the year. It is
essential that willing, interested and capable members continue to help in this capacity. If the Institute collectively
desires to advocate, promote understanding and provide
accurate and scientifically sound information to the public,
individuals will have to step forward and take the lead. All
media releases were translated into French prior to release,
and have been posted to the national Web site and were provided as PDF links in 2008–2009 e-newsletters.
Letters
During 2008–2009, the Institute mailed out some 36 official
letters from the President and Executive Director using email
or Canada Post. These letters served the usual variety of purposes including providing news and information to nonemail using members and soliciting interest and support in
the Institute and its projects from various levels of government, industry, or other organizations and groups; several
successful sponsorships and partnerships resulted from these
efforts.
As a result of a member’s motion at the Institute’s 2008
annual general meeting, letters from the Institute questioning
forestry positions and platforms were mailed to the five main
political parties during the 2008 national general election.
These letters garnered feedback from all parties including the
Progressive Conservative, Liberal, New Democrat, Bloc
Quebecois and Green. The original letter and the various
party responses are posted on the Institute’s Web site at:
www.cif-ifc.org.
A letter developed by a member SWAT Team was sent in
late June 2009 to Ontario’s Premier Dalton McGuinty, raising
concerns about his announcement of the movement of
“forestry” out of the Ministry of Natural Resources into the
renamed Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and
Forestry. The Institute’s position supported long-term sustainability and full consideration of the complex interdisciplinary and integrated nature of forestry, as the details of this
change were further developed and implemented. The
Institute also supported the need for an economically strong
and stable forest sector, especially in northern communities.
Finally the Institute reminded and emphasized the importance and relevance of private land and urban forestry in
more southerly areas of the province. The Premier’s office
provided a generic response and the details of the move and
changes remain under development as of August 2009. The
original letter to the Premier is posted to the Web site at:
www.cif-ifc.org/news_releases.
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In total, over seven-hundred letters, friendly reminders
and hardcopy invoices were mailed out to non-email using
members and non-renewing e-mail using members during
2008–2009.
E-newsletters
The national e-newsletter continued to be very popular
amongst members and was distributed by email six times
during 2008–2009, in opposite months to The Forestry
Chronicle. Issues were produced in July 2008, September
2008, November 2008, January 2009, March 2009 and May
2009. The e-newsletter continued to focus on CIF/IFC
national and section news, useful information, resources and
tools for members in the form of links to PDF documents,
Web sites, photos, computer models, digital video clips, and
other general forest sector news and information from relevant forestry and natural resources organizations. The enewsletter complemented The Forestry Chronicle and was
used to promote the next issue.
The e-newsletters produced during 2008–2009 continued
to have a friendly and personal style. Individual members
continued to express appreciation for this approach.
Members often provided material and ideas for use in the enewsletter. Section Snippets, highlighting events and products
from individual sections, was again acknowledged as one of
the most popular section. E-newsletters, photos, short writeups and other materials provided by the Sections were linked
regularly in the national e-newsletter.
One hardcopy newsletter was distilled from the electronic
versions, and mailed by Canada Post to the approximately
165 non-email using members in fall 2008. A new e-newsletter template will be developed in 2009–2010, and will be
brought more in-line with the standardized look and feel of
the Institute’s standardized corporate visual identity, currently under development.
Web site
The Institute continued to build and improve its Web site,
which underwent significant development in 2008–2009,
going live with a new developer and host in fall 2008. The
Institute switched to the services of the company Data
Shepherd to both host and develop the site. The site’s function
was improved with respect to e-commerce including
enhancements to on-line dues payment and self-maintenance
of member profile data. The ability to automatically generate
a receipt following on-line dues payment was added in May
2009. Over 800 new and existing members paid their dues
on-line during 2008–2009, resulting in significant savings for
the Institute (mailing costs) and much convenience for computer and internet savvy members. The Web site is actively
maintained by the Institute’s interns, and continues to focus
on providing up-to-date Institute news, as well information,
tools and resources for all members.
The French content of the site was also developed and
improved through a special project, and this will continue
into 2009–2010 with the goal of attaining equally comprehensive and completely “mirrored” English/French
WebPages. The Web site has become a powerful tool for
members and an essential element in the modernization for
the Institute. Additional improvements for 2009–2010 will
include password protected access and editing privileges to
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associated Section WebPages by Section members only, and
modification of colour schemes to match the Institute’s newly
emerging corporate visual identity.
Although all Web sites remain permanent works in
progress, the Institute’s Web site has received very positive
review and constructive input from members. Although a
few individual members report some difficulty with on-line
access, administrative assistance has been promptly provided,
resulting in positive and timely resolutions to any technical
difficulty. A long desired feature allowing Directors to have
read-only access to their Section’s membership was implemented in June 2009. All Section Directors can have up to
date access to their members’ contact information and dues
payment status without having to contact National office.
This feature also allows the Director to export the Section’s
membership to an excel file for bulk emails. The Institute’s
Web site URL address remains: www.cif-ifc.org.
The Institute continued to maintain and link several short
digital videos on the Web site and through CIFTube, including a general promotional video, a 100th anniversary AGM
and conference promotional, and three separate forest program recruitment themed videos. All of these digital videos
were posted to the internet in 2008 on the now popular program site UTube, with the special CIFTube section created for
the Institute’s digital videos. These videos continue to be
highly popular with members, with many requests for higher
resolution versions on DVD. In addition, the forest program
recruitment videos are seeing much use through the
Institute’s Think Forests! campaign. Additional videos from
the Institute’s Species at Risk project were posted in spring
2009, and a low-resolution version of the Institute’s Senate
testimony (see presentations below) was also linked and
made available. The Institute will continue to use digital video
and associated production software to provide member value,
and to communicate and promote understanding of new forest science and research.
Advertising
The Institute advertised externally in generally inexpensive
ways during 2008–2009. This included a continuation of a
business card ad in the news magazine of the Association of
B.C. Forest Professionals, and a small ad in the Working
Forest (June 2009 issue) promoting the conference and AGM
in Nanaimo in September 2009.
Articles
The Institute was featured in the Summer 2009 issue of the
Working Forest news tabloid through the article Canada’s
Forest Professionals call for investment in Green Infrastructure.
This article expanded on the Institute’s media release on the
same subject, and was distributed throughout Canada. It was
also available digitally on the Working Forest Web site at
www.workingforest.com.
Brochures, Bookmarks and Display Banners
The Institute developed and produced a new corporate
brochure, several types of colourful bookmarks and corporate display banners for use at by Sections across Canada. All
Sections received a banner, with two Sections requesting two.
The costs were shared evenly by National and each Section.
As a result of the bulk order for some 20 banners, the unit cost

per banner was only $300, including shipping to the individual Sections. 10,000 of the brochures and 10,000 bookmarks
were printed and distributed to the Sections as well. The new
communications products are professional and eye-catching,
and will do much to promote and market the Institute.
The CIF/IFC National Display saw regular use during
2008–2009, and was set-up and presented 11 times at different venues, events and in various locations across Canada.
The display continued to be in regular use at the Canadian
Ecology Centre (CEC) in Mattawa in the facility’s main meeting rooms, ultimately viewed by many thousands of individuals participating in CEC activities and events. Associated
display materials included the Institute’s flyer, complimentary
copies of The Forestry Chronicle, and other helpful forestry
materials. The display will need to be replaced within two
years, as it is becoming worn, and will also need to eventually conform to the Institute’s new corporate visual identity now
in development, and manifest already in the new brochure,
banners and bookmarks.
Presentations and Meetings
A number of presentations to promote the Institute were
made across the country during 2008–2009. A PowerPoint
presentation entitled Regaining our Voice was developed, with
variations made as the Executive Director, President and
members of the Executive presented it at different events and
venues throughout the year. The presentation was made a
total of 17 times during the year. A PDF version is available
on the Institute’s Web site: www.cif-ifc.org. The PowerPoint
file was also made available to individual Directors for their
use, as requested. A PowerPoint focusing on forest program
recruitment (part of the Think Forests! Campaign) was also
presented a number of times during 2008–2009, to students
and teachers. As part of the Species at Risk program, a special
powerpoint presentation was developed, and presented over
30 times at locations in central and northern Ontario.
Representatives of the National Executive participated in a
number of events and meetings, often making presentations
to promote the interests of the Institute. This included:
• Nova Scotia Section – Annual joint meeting of RPFANS
and CIF/IFC – Truro NS
• Quebec City – Laval University Student Conference
• Canadian Ecology Centre – Forestry Research
Partnership Fleming College Student Field Camp –
IUFRO Conference – University of Toronto – Nipissing
University Winter Field Camp – Forestry Teachers’ Tour
2008
• Central Ontario Section – (Ministry of Natural
Resources – Roberta Bondar Place)
• Central Ontario Section – joint workshop CIF/IFC and
SAF – Sault Ste. Marie, MI, USA
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• Northern Ontario Section – Ontario Government
Complex – Porcupine
• Ontario Professional Foresters Association Conference –
CIF/IFC Breakfast – Sudbury, ON
• Joint meeting of ASFP and CIF/IFC – Prince Albert, SK
• College of Alberta Professional Foresters – Grande
Prairie, Edson, Edmonton, AB
• Vancouver Section Meeting and Dinner – Vancouver BC
• Vancouver Island Section – Government Complex –
Nanaimo, BC
• Association of British Columbia Forest Professionals
Conference – Prince George, BC
Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
The National Executive of the Institute had the opportunity
to meet with the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
(CCFM) Coordinating Committee in September 2008, during the 100th AGM in Fredericton, NB. During the meeting,
key forest issues and challenges were discussed, with the
Institute presenting its membership’s perspectives and concerns to provincial and federal natural resources ministry
senior managers. Discussion topics and themes included
developing reliable forest inventories, ensuring continued
progress and improvement in forest regeneration, maintaining high standards with respect to data collection, research
and reporting, and developing a network for sustainable forest bioenergy. Recognizing that forests are complex and forest
activities have long term implications in a changing social
and ecological environment, the work of the CCFM is challenging and to be successful will need the help of all
Canadians. CIF/IFC members will continue to work with the
CCFM, providing balanced, science-based input and mutual
support.
Senate Testimony
The Institute was invited in April 2009 to testify before the
Standing Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry on
Parliament Hill. The National Executive with assistance from
a member SWAT Team prepared an opening statement to be
read to the Committee. Executive Director John Pineau
appeared on behalf of the Institute, read the statement and
was questioned during the two hour testimony. Additional
materials explaining silvcultural systems (from the
September/October 2008 Forestry Chronicle) were provided
as requested, following the testimony.
The complete video of the testimony was broadcast several times on the Parliamentary television station, available by
both satellite dish and standard cable TV broadcasting. In
addition, a low resolution streaming version of the testimony
was posted to the Institute Web site in mpeg format at:
www.cif-ifc.org/news_releases.
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National Awards
The Canadian Institute of Forestry presents national awards
to individuals recognizing outstanding achievement within
various fields of the profession. The Institute also provides a
group achievement award. These awards are presented at the
National Awards Banquet held in conjunction with the
Institute’s annual general meeting. This year’s awards will be
presented on September 23rd, 2009 at the Vancouver Island
Conference Centre. Recipients have been designated in all
award categories for 2009.
The 2009 CIF/IFC National Award recipients are:
Canadian Forestry Achievement Award
Mr. Gordon Prest
Canadian Forestry Scientific Achievement
Dr. Sally Aitken
International Forestry Achievement
Mr. Michel Vallee
Forest Management Group Achievement
Sustainable Forest Management Network
James M. Kitz Award
Ms. Julia Hancock
Presidential Award
Ms. Bev Wilson
Section of the Year
To be announced on Sept. 23rd, 2009
J. Michael Waldram Memorial Fellowship
Ms. Christine Amber Creyke, attending the University of
Northern British Columbia
Ms. Cindy Launièr, attending l’Université de Sherbrooke
Mr. Maxime Lépine, attending the University of British
Columbia
The Institute gratefully acknowledges the time and effort
of members who voluntarily nominate candidates for an
award or who help to form the committee that evaluates said
nominations to determine eligibility and ultimately the designated recipient.
Gold Medal Recipients
Since 1953, the Institute has presented Gold Medal Awards to
one student from a forestry undergraduate program at each of
the university forestry faculties; and since 1992 the forestry
technical schools in Canada have also been a part of this fine
tradition. The award is presented to graduating students,
selected by the head of the school, for outstanding scholarship,
sports and citizenship during their entire academic tenure.
University
Alberta
Lakehead
Laval
Moncton
UBC
UNB
UNBC
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Gold Medal Recipient
Kirk Hawthorn
James Adam Scott
Simon Delisle-Boulianne
Denis Demers
Sarah Braun
Andrew Holt
Rob Willows

Technical School
Algonquin
College Boreal
Confederation
New Caledonia
North Atlantic
MCFT – Fredericton
Vancouver Island University
NAIT
Sault College
SIAST
Fleming College
University College
of the North

Gold Medal Recipient
Susan Cotter
Joanna Ciccone
Stephane Comeault
Kodie Fillion
Dion Newman
Kristopher Lambert
Steve Trommel
Dave Fontaine
Tiffany Forsyth
Chase Davies
Ryan Potter
Frederick (Owen) Shiloff

CEGEP
St-Felicien
Sainte-Foy

Gold Medal Recipient
Miriam Beausoleil
Michaël Brie-Deblois

Tree of Life Award
Although a nationally recognized award, The Tree of Life is
presented by a Section to individuals who have made superior, dedicated or particularly effective contributions to sustainable forest resource management, forest renewal or sustained yield, or integrated forest management.
Tree of Life recipients for 2009 are:
Recipient
Rod O’Connell
Herman van Duyn
Nicolas Brzezinski
Steve Henderson
Mike Trepanier

CIF/IFC Section
Maritime Section
Northwestern Ontario Section
Orleans Section
Cariboo Section
Cariboo Section

Golden Year Club
10 individuals celebrated 50 years as members of the Institute
in 2009. They are:
Denes Bajzak
John Harris
Stephen Homoky
J. Peter Jackson
Fred McDougall
David Oxley
William Pollock
Pieter Prins
Leo Sayn-Wittgenstein
Ralph Yanni

Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board
The Institute continued its traditional level of financial support to the Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board (CFAB)
during 2008–2009 and also continued to pay the travel
expenses, as required, for a CIF/IFC representative on the
Board. As of summer 2009, there is a need for the Institute to
designate a new alternate representative to CFAB. Filling this
position will be discussed at the Institute’s National Board of
Directors meeting in Nanaimo in September 2009.

CFAB finalized and distributed a new set of academic
standards for the accreditation of forestry baccalaureate programs in Canada and its own revised policy statement. The
Institute’s Board of Directors provided input in the development of both of these items in 2008–2009. The new standards
were used by the Institute to help revise its standards for the
recognition of Silver Ring forestry programs. CFAB’s annual
report was published in the March/April 2009 issue of The
Forestry Chronicle.

Canadian Federation of
Professional Foresters Associations
The Institute continued to be involved in the activities and
meetings of the Canadian Federation of Professional
Foresters Associations (CFPFA) during 2008–2009. President
Peter Marshall represented the CIF/IFC at all CFPFA meetings and on all conference calls. Dr. Marshall will continue to
provide input and represent the Institute on important
CFPFA projects such as labour mobility, accreditation standards and inclusivity.
The Institute will also continue to work with individual
CFPFA members to develop mutually beneficial partnerships
that produce direct benefit and value for members. The
Institute continues to have good working relationships with

individual provincial associations, with joint dues collection
and cooperative agreements arranged and in place in all
provinces except Quebec and New Brunswick. Efforts to reestablish some form of joint dues collection are underway
with the College of Alberta Professional Foresters and will
likely be implemented in 2009–2010. The Institute’s joint dues
collection agreement with the Association of Saskatchewan
Forestry Professionals has resulted in a significant increase in
membership in the Saskatchewan Section during 2008–2009.
Finally, the Institute is assisting with efforts to begin the
process to develop RPF associations in both the Yukon and
Manitoba.

100th Annual General Meeting
Delta Fredericton Hotel – Fredericton, New Brunswick
September 8th, 2008
Minutes
Minutes drafted by Diane Collins
Minutes prepared by John Pineau
Quorum Achieved at 8:00 A.M.
1. Welcome
• President Fred Pinto opened the meeting, thanked
everyone for attending and introduced the current
members of the National Executive and new staff in
attendance
• The 2008 Organizing Committee was acknowledged
and thanked for their hard work and dedication in
organizing the conference
• Marie-Paule Godin, Director of Maritime Section
welcomed everyone to the conference on behalf of
the Section
2. Tribute to Members and Colleagues
A moment of silence was observed in respect of mem-

bers who had passed-away since the last Annual General
Meeting in Toronto in 2007:
Bruce Benedickson
James D. Clark
Wilf Creighton
Ted Flanders
Craig Huff
Roderic Donald Jones
Charles Johnson
David Love
W. Ivan Miller
Tyler O’Farrell
Wallace Pearson
Roy Sutton

1942–2007
1924–2007
1904–2008
1948–2007
1956–2008
1951–2008
1936–2007
1919–2008
1927–2008
1980–2008
1933–2007
1926–2008

3. Approval of Minutes of 99th Annual General
Meeting (Toronto, Ontario)
The 2007 Annual General Meeting minutes were briefly
reviewed.
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 01
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THAT the minutes from the 99th Annual General
Meeting be approved
MOVED BY Scott Scholefield of Cariboo Section
SECONDED BY Trevor Stanley of Manitoba Section
Carried Unanimously
4. Institute Review
• Fred Pinto discussed and highlighted the Institute’s
achievements for 2007–2008 including cost control,
Web site updates and the e-lecture series
• John Pineau mentioned that the CIF/IFC has
retained several internships as a result of funding
from FedNor, Species at Risk Program, the Heritage
Fund and Natural Resources Canada
• An increase in Section events has helped to increase
membership, with many new students joining; Fred
offered thanks to all the Sections
• Relocation of the national office from Ottawa to
Mattawa went very well and is resulting in decreased
operating costs, and access and interaction with
members and potential members
• The Forestry Chronicle has realized increased advertising revenue, largely as a result of the e-lecture
series; the Chronicle achieved $30k in revenue during 2007–2008
• The e-lecture series are becoming very popular and
have garnered significant sponsorship
• The Institute’s Web site is working well with new online membership dues payment functionality
5. Financial Report
Planned vs. Actual 2007–2008 and Budget 2008– 2009
• The budget was circulated to everyone in attendance
at the AGM.
• Peter Marshall, Vice President and in coming
President presented the budget with the following
comments and highlights:
• Sustaining and active memberships have decreased,
however student membership has increased significantly
• Deficit of $9k this past year, however the Institute is
budgeted to be in a positive financial situation for
2008–2009
• Membership dues revenue for 2008–2009 budgeted
at $200k (based on actual for past fiscal year)
• Partnership and sponsorship revenue continues to
have good potential; 120k already guaranteed for
2008–2009
• $60k budgeted to the Canadian Ecology Centre for
office rent, admin support and expenses (to be
reviewed on an annual basis).
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 02
THAT the 2008 – 2009 Budget be approved as prepared.
MOVED BY Don Gelinas of Rocky Mountain Section,
SECONDED BY Brian Haddon of Ottawa Valley
Section
Carried unanimously

6. Auditor’s Report
John Pineau presented the auditor’s report for the 2007 –
2008 fiscal year.
• Last year the deficit was $74k and this year it is $9k
• The CIF/IFC auditor Ted Lupinski was pleased with
the significant improvement in 2007 – 2008 financials
• 2007 – 2008 realized more revenue than expected
for partnerships and sponsorships
• Four Interns were hired through special external
funding agreements
• The CIF/IFC Silver ring program was revenue neutral and helped build student membership
• The CIF/IFC is budgeting a small surplus for the
new fiscal year
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 03
THAT the auditor’s report be approved as presented.
MOVED BY Peter Duinker of Nova Scotia Section,
SECONDED BY Richard Macnaughton of Central
Ontario Section
Carried Unanimously
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 04
THAT Ted Lupinski be appointed auditor for the 2008 –
2009 fiscal year
MOVED BY Nancy Young of Algonquin Section,
SECONDED BY Ron Ayling of Ottawa Valley Section
Carried Unanimously
7. Membership Dues
A proposal to increase, simplify and standardize member dues was circulated and presented by John Pineau.
The following was highlighted:
• Dues have not changed or increased for several years
• This would greatly simplify the administrative processing of dues and cause less confusion with existing members and new members
• The Sections will be provided 15% of all dues based
on membership numbers; an increase in revenue for
all Sections
If Paying Through
a Professional Association
New Dues Rates

Active
New Active
Retired
Student

$170 +GST ($178.50)
$99 +GST ($103.95)
$60 +GST ($63)
$35 +GST ($36.75)

(Where a joint dues collection
agreement exists)

$150 +GST ($157.50)
$99 +GST ($103.95)
$60 +GST ($63)
not applicable

RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 05
THAT the members approve the proposal to increase
and standardize membership dues effective January 1,
2009
MOVED BY Les Homan of Central Ontario Section,
SECONDED BY Phil Redden of Nova Scotia Section
Carried unanimously with two abstentions
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8. 2009 Annual General Meeting Presentation
Michel Vallee of Vancouver Island Section made a presentation on the next AGM and conference which will be
held in Nanaimo BC on September 21, 22, 23, 2009.
• Nanaimo BC is located on the East Coast of
Vancouver Island
• The 2009 AGM presentation was very well received
and members are looking forward to attending
9. 2010 Annual General Meeting Presentation
• Mark Kube of the Rocky Mountain Section made a
presentation for the 2010 AGM to be held in Alberta
• Planning is in the preliminary stages with options
for either Jasper or Kananaskis venues
• The presentation was well received; preliminary
themes were deemed highly relevant
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 06
BE IT RESOLVED that the members of the CIF/IFC
sanction and confirm all acts, covenants, and proceedings made taken and entered on behalf of the membership by the national Board of Directors and the National
Executive since the last Annual General Meeting.
MOVED BY Richard Macnaughton of Central Ontario
Section, SECONDED BY Tony Jennings of Southern
Ontario Section
Carried Unanimously
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 07
WHEREAS the 2008 Annual General Meeting and
Conference (Manage Canada’s Forest for Change) promise to be a relevant and educational conference, and that
the planning committee and members of the Maritime
Section have given many personal and work hours to the
coordination, planning and delivery of the event. BE IT
RESOLVED that the CIF/IFC greatly appreciates their
hard work and gives its heartfelt thanks to the individuals involved.
MOVED BY Trevor Stanley of Manitoba Section,
SECONDED BY Ralph Roberts of Ottawa Valley
Section
Carried Unanimously
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 08
WHEREAS the Canadian Institute of Forestry/Institut
forestier du Canada and the University of New
Brunswick Faculty of Forestry and Environmental
Management both share proudly (and jointly) in centenary celebrations in 2008; be it resolved that the CIF/IFC
wishes to sincerely thank its co-host and is proud to
share in the celebrations; the Institute hereby extends our
congratulations to the Faculty of Forestry and
Environmental Management in achieving this important
milestone.
MOVED BY Keith McClain of Rocky Mountain Section,
SECONDED BY Nancy Luckai of Northwestern Ontario
Section
Carried Unanimously

RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 09
WHEREAS the CIF/IFC’s legal advisor Ms. Jane BurkeRobertson has provided a complete review of the
Institute’s by-laws during 2008 and whereas Ms. BurkeRobertson recommended changes to these bylaws as
presented such that they will become fully up to date and
compliant with the Laws of Canada; be it resolved that
the members of the CIF/IFC approve changes to the
bylaws as revised and rewritten by Ms. Burke Robertson
so that they are up to date and comply completely with
the Laws of Canada.
MOVED BY Keith McClain of Rocky Mountain Section,
SECONDED BY Peter Forsythe of Cariboo Section
Carried Unanimously
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 10
WHEREAS the members of the CIF/IFC have approved
class and fee schedule for student membership and
whereas it is the expressed desire of the Institute to
encourage students to acquire and maintain membership within the Institute; be it resolved that the CIF/IFC
convey all privileges and responsibilities of the Institute
including the right to vote, to the student class of membership.
MOVED BY Peter Duinker of Nova Scotia Section,
SECONDED BY Scott Scholefield of Cariboo Section
Carried Unanimously
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 11
WHEREAS the CIF/IFC has recently relocated its head
office; be it resolved that the members of the CIF/IFC
approve and confirm the current address and location of
the Institute to be:
Canadian Institute of Forestry/Institut forestier du
Canada
c/o The Canadian Ecology Centre
6905 Hwy 17
P.O. Box 430
Mattawa, ON
P0H 1V0
MOVED BY Don Podlubny of Rocky Mountain Section
SECONDED BY Richard Macnaughton of Central
Ontario Section
Carried unanimously with one abstention
10. New Business
RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 12
Resolution from the Floor
THAT given that a federal election has been called; be it
resolved that the CIF/IFC Board of Directors discuss
how to raise the issue of the role of the federal government in forestry in Canada during this election, engaging CIF/IFC members and the general public in the
process.
MOVED BY Peggy Smith of Northwestern Ontario
Section, SECONDED BY Nancy Luckai of Northwestern
Ontario Section
Carried unanimously
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RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 13
Resolution from the Floor
That the resolution from the last AGM # 11 be amended
and read as follows:
WHEREAS the CIF/IFC is currently undergoing rejuvenation and in keeping with its own strategic direction
(#2) “Encouraging Future Forest Practitioners” be it
resolved that the Board of Directors give consideration
to revisiting their own by-laws to provide for a position
of student representation on the CIF/IFC Board of
Directors.
MOVED BY Candice Parsons of Vancouver Section,
SECONDED BY Michel Vallee of Vancouver Island
Section

11. Introduction of New Officers
The new National Executive for 2008–2009 was presented by Peter Marshall:
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Past President
Executive Director

Peter Marshall
Anne LeBrun Ruff
Wayne Kelly
Fred Pinto
John Pineau

RESOLUTION 2008 AGM – 14
THAT the meeting adjourn at 10:24 AM.
MOVED BY Jan Volney of Rocky Mountain Section,
SECONDED BY Richard Macnaughton of Central
Ontario Section

Carried Unanimously

Report of Nominating Committee
The President of the Canadian Institute of Forestry appointed a Nominating Committee to provide at least one nomination for the position of Second Vice-President. If more than
one nomination is received, an election is conducted.
By March 31, 2008, the Nominations Committee had
received interest from one candidate. This interest resulted in
the receipt of one nomination for the Canadian Institute of
Forestry 2nd Vice-Presidency. The nomination was deemed
valid by the Nomination Committee.

Therefore the national CIF/IFC Executive for 2008–2009
shall consist of the following:
President
Vice President
Second Vice President
Past President
Executive Director

The nomination/candidate was:
Mark Kube, R.P.F.

Rocky Mountain Section

The acclamation of Mr. Kube was unanimously ratified by
the National Board of Directors. The National Executive wishes to thank Mr. Kube for agreeing to let his name stand for
office. This commitment to the Institute is greatly appreciated.

CIF/IFC Vice President Anne LeBrun Ruff with Orleans Section member Sebastien Cortade.
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Anne LeBrun Ruff, R.P.F.
Wayne Kelly, R.P.F.
Mark Kube, R.P.F.
Peter Marshall, R.P.F.
John Pineau
Respectfully submitted:
Evelynne Wrangler
Chair, Nominating Committee
June 30th, 2008

Notes
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